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AAUP Invites
Student Opinion

Ultimate frisbee on the Quad; Trinity's harbinger of Spring.

plioto b> kervnCirohs

Trinity, High Schools Interact
by Joy Koscielniak
Three greater Hartford schools
will soon be able to take advantage of resources and courses here
at Trinity. The Greater Hartford
Magnet School for Language and
International Studies, which includes talented and motivated
students from Hartford and its
suburbs,, may choose especially
qualified juniors and seniors to
take 100 and 200 level courses for
credit, tuition free. Trinity faculty
will also give guest lectures in
courses at the Magnet School, and
there will also be a forum to exchange ideas between the Trinity
and that of the Magnet School on
the subject of curriculum.
There is a budding relationship
between the magnet program at
the junior high level at the
Classical Magnet School of
Greater Hartford, a junior high
school which focuses in on the
classical e d u c a t i o n — logic,
rhetoric, mathematics,
philosophy, and Latin—and Trinity College. The two have jointly
applied to the Connecticut
Humanities Council for a grant to
pay for faculty of the Magnet
School to collaborate with the
Classics and Philosophy Departments at Trinity in order to
discuss new curricular materials.
This grant would also fund guest
lectures by Trinity faculty at the
Classical Magnet School and a
summer workshop for faculty of
the Classical Magnet School and
that of the TAG program where
both faculties will spend two to
four weeks discussing and learning about curriculum development.
Specially motivated juniors and
seniors from the Talented and
Gifted program (TAG) at Hartford Public High School will also,
along with Magnet School
students, be able to take 100 and
200 level courses. In addition to
this, five other area TAG programs and the Hartford High
School TAG program will agree
on the topic of a course. This

course will be taught with the
same syllabus in each school.
Every month during that particular semester, the students will
be bused to Trinity during the mid
morning where they will be
treated to lunch and then a lecture
and a movie followed by discussion of relevant topics. Besides the
monthly visits to Trinity, Trinity
faculty will also make a monthly
visit to each of the six schools to

preview or followup the upcoming
or most recent lecture.
The primary concern in creating
these programs is education.
Educators at Trinity want to help
their colleagues in area schools.
However, these programs will not
only serve to help the Hartford
community but also to help
recruit these talented students for
admission to Trinity in the future.

Norma Pace Lectures
On U.S. Economy
by Joy Koscielniak
The fifth of a series of six
Scholl Lectures brought to Trinity
College in association with the
Davis Endowment took place last
Tuesday. Norma Pace, the
featured speaker, is an economist
and the Senior Vice President of
American Paper Institute. Her experience in government and
business planning is extensive. She
has made important contributions
to the development of "alert"
signals that can warn of impending changes in the economy and
how they can affect business planning. Pace also regularly advises
management on the economic
conditions and their • impact on
company sales and planning. Pace
was . a member of F o r d ' s
Economic Summit in 1974, was
appointed to the Commission on
Executive Legislative and Judicial
Salaries in 1976, and was given an
appointment to the National
Commission on Employment
Policies in 1979, and to the National Commission on Public
Policies in 1982 by President
Reagan.
The lecture that Pace gave was
entitled "Capital Allocation and
the U.S. Economy." Because the
productive investments have been
too low for a growing economy in
the past twenty years and because

growing government deficits and
the increasing burden of regulations of business the overall rate
of growth of the U.S. economy
has been slower than that of the
number of total available man
hours. The result of this varying
growth is unemployment.
There is not enough industry
for the amount of workers that
the U.S. now has available. The
lack of sufficient investment in
U.S. industry is the cause of the
slowing of growth. The low rate
of investment is due to the condition of the capital market.
The capital market in the U.S.
has been negatively affected by increasing federal deficit spending,
the recent retreat in oil prices and
the overextention of credit in oil
producing nations, changing industrial structure which require liquidity and the lack of competetiveness. The amount of
capital investment in industry has
decreased because of the credit
market. As the U.S. Government
deficit rises, the demand of funds
from the government also rises.
Therefore, interest, rates rise,
which restricts the amount of
money available for the private
sector to invest into industry.
Pace felt that R e a g a n ' s
economic policy was helping the
continued on page 3

by David Sagers
The proposal on student
advising on appointments and
promotions cannot be outrightiy
accepted or rejected according to
any preordained statutes. The
major body of policy concerning
faculty at Trinity is that of the
A m e r i c a n A s s o c i a t i o n of
University Professors ( AAUP ),
whose recommendations Trinity
accepts.
The AAUP, which has been in
existence for sixty years, has
"worked for the acceptance by
the academic community of the
Association's standards for
responsible practice" and has
b e c o m e r e g a r d e d as t h e
"authoritative voice of the
academic,, profession." So, it is
oniy natural to turn to the
AAUP's policy in order to find
some ruling on the student
proposal.
The proposal calls for a review
board composed of five students
representing the various areas of
study at Trinity. Two senior
members would " s e r v e as
advisory m e m b e r s on the
Appointments and Promotions
Committee," but would have no
ability to vote. They wouldcollect
student opinion on professors
coming before the Appointments
and Promotions Committee, and
submit the concensus opinion to
the committee. They would be as
objective as possible and represent
student input and opinion. The
authors of the proposal, known as
the Student Organization for
Appointments and Promotions
( SOAP ) are doing all the work
involved in s p r e a d n g the

proposal, even though the SGA
endorsed it. This endorsement
only constituted support, and all
follow-up work is being done by .
SOAP.
The AAUP's policy on student
participation in college and
university government refers to
the students as '-an institution
component in importance with
trustees, administrators and
faculty." It speaks of the "rights
of the student to free inquiry and •
expression," saying that students
have an obvious stake in the
quality of their education. Even
though faculty reappointments
are not included in the areas of
student activity in the documents,
it d o e s s t a t e t h a t " t h e
categories...are those in which
student involvement commonly is
found: they are not intended to
e x c l u d e o t h e r a r e a s of
involvement, which might be
developed where there is sufficient
student interest." Finally, the
handbook goes on to say that
students should be allowed to
express their views on their classes
' ' t h r o u g h an e v a l u a t i v e
questionaire prepared by joint
faculty-student effort, and their
opinions should be weighed in
faculty decisions affecting faculty
status." In addition, "student
opinion should also be consulted,
wherever feasible, in the selection
of presidents, chief academic and
non-academic administrative
officers including the dean of
students and faculty."
Unfortunately, the handbook
does'not suggest the exact ways of
extracting student opinion and
continued on page 4

Women's Basketball # 1
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Women's basketball wips N3AC tourney. See story page 16.
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Announcements
Once ' again, A . S . I . A . is
sponsoring a New York trip to
Chinatown. The extra feature this
time is the Asian Society. The trip
will be on Saturday, March 12, 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tickets are $12 per
person. For details, contact Julie
or P a n i ( 2 4 6 - 6 6 1 7 ) , o r
George(246-7996). Make your
reservations soon, as there is
limited seating.

Book Contest
Entries for the "Jerome P.
Webster '10 Student Book Collectors Contest" should, be submitted to the Librarian by April 18th
. and must be accompanied by a list
of the titles and a brief paragraph
or two explaining the purpose of
the collection. Three cash prizes
of $150, $100, and $50 will be
awarded.

College Closing
Policy
In the future, barring a State
travel ban, no courses will be
canceled during poor weather,
and the College will be open. If,
however, as a faculty or
administration member you are
unable to reach the college during
bad weather, contact the college.
If the office, department, or class
for which you are responsible has
no organized telephone network,
it would be well to establish one.
Also* since snow buildup remains
for days, please carpool when
necessary, and equip your vehicles
for sure handling in snow, and ice;

Before coming to any one of
these meetings (each meeting is
identical to the others and
students need only attend one),
please obtain, the packet of five
sheets (headed by the "blue
sheet")1 in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising, Williams 118.
Please fill out and bring to the
meeting the "Information Form
for Students Considering Foreign
Study" from this packet.

Non-Trinity
Programs
All applications to study
a b r o a d in p r o g r a m s n o t
sponsored by Trinity(in Rome,
Italy, or Cordoba, Spain) must be
submitted by March 11, 1983 for
study in the fall of 1983 or the full
year 1983-84. This deadline
should be observed even if the
program to which one is applying
has a later application deadline.
Students should notify the Office
of Foreign Study Advising if their
applications have been submitted
independently and not through
the office. Notice of one's
decision concerning foreign study
for next year is due on April 15,
1983. A notification form willbe
sent to all students who have
indicated their interest in. foreign
study to the Office of Foreign
Study Advising.

Free University

The Committee for Change at
Trinity (CCAT) is preparing to
hold Free University this spring.
Its object:is to have students,
professors, and administrators
teach about topics of interest to
them in which they have a special
The Dance Club is sponsoring a. knowledge. Free University will
dance class in the Limon start on Wednesday, April 6.
technique which will be taught by Sign-up for the courses will be
Martha Partridge. The class is March 14-18. If you want to teach
Wednesday, March 9 at 5:45 p.m. a course, send your course
description, prepared meeting
Everyone is welcome.
time, number of' courses to be
held, and a title to CCAT, Box
5555.

Dance Club

Financial Aid

. Financial Aid application
materials for 1983-84 are now
available in the Financial Aid Office. Students currently receiving
financial aid should have received
material in their campus box. The
application deadline is April 18.

Foreign Study
Information
For those considering the
foreign study during either term
or the entire academic year
1983 S4, there will tv 2siui,il h
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History Majors
An important meeting for
history seniors will be held at 4
p.m., Wednesday. March 9, in
Seabury 9-17.

Lectures
AISEC Lecture
AISEC-Trinity is presenting a
lecture by Hennyk deKwiatkowski
entitled "The U.S.: It's Business

Representative
Wanted
\M to \our nwn tixiancial
jsd fund b> lu-lpins othms LO
fJnJ ' • c h o l a i s h i p s . \V C
n r o \ i J c a IMIHI anic-cj
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Typing Done
Kim papers. ihi.sos, "ic
i>p,?d bj »L'LTLI£II\ Srelhng
>:nd p.mciialror i.v!uJi*d <n
student Kitt'!, fal' sheihi a:
G53-2J85 am linn;.

and Political Influence on
Europe," at 8 p.m. on Monday,
March 14 in the LSC Auditorium.
Mr. deKwiatkowski is a noted
international entrepeneur who
specializes in the buying and
selling of used airplanes. All are
welcome.
•

Faculty Series
This is to remind that the next
presentation in the Faculty
Research Lecture Series will be
given by Professor Harvey S.
Picker of the Physics Department
on Wednesday, March 9 at 4 p.m.
in the Faculty Club. Professor
Picker's topic is "Fossils in Our
Cosmic Past." We look forward
to seeing you then. The Faculty
Research Committee will be inviting you to submit topics for
next year's series shortly after spring vacation.

Foreign Service
On Wednesday, March 9, at 8
p.m., in McCook Auditorium,
Retired Consul General Alan
Logan will give an address on
U.S. Foreign Policy Toward
South Africa during the period
1979-82. P r i o r to this
assignment, he served at the U.S.
Embassy in Tunis, Tunisia and at
the Embassy Lagos in Nigeria.
During his more than thirty
years as a member of the U.S.
Foreign Service, Mr. Logan has
been the African area arfalyst at
the American Embassy in
Moscow and the officer-in-charge
of several West African states
while assigned to the U.S. Department of State in Washington,
D.C. He is fluent in English and
Russian.
In addition to speaking on the
topic of U.S. policy toward
Southern Africa, he is also
prepared to ansewr questions
about the workings of the Foreign
Service and its role. He also said,
' 'An idea that might add an interesting touch would be to
assume that a member of the audience has just been appointed as
a political ambassador to
Ruritania and to use this
hypothetical case to describe the
workings of the Foreign Service
and its role."

Luncheon Series
Wednesday, March 9, 1983, the
SGA will continue its FacultyLuncheon Series with Professor
Clyde McKee, who will dicuss the
topic: The Media: What should
we do about it? Come enjoy lunch
and an informative discussion in
Wean Lounge at 12 p . m .
Everyone is welcome.

Programming
Andrew Godfrey of Godfrey
Systems will give. a lecture on
The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol. LXXXI, Issue 20
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software engineering. He will talk
about real-time programming, on
Wednesday, March 9, at 4 p.m. in
Hallden 110.

Vernon Roosa
The Annual Vernon Roosa
Lecture will be given on
Thursday, March 10, 1983 from 4
to 5 p . m . in t h e Boyer
Auditorium, Life Science Center.
The talk, titled "The Impact of
Recent Legislation on the Health
Care Industry" will be given by
James Leming, Assiciate
Executive Director of the
University of Connecticut Health
Center.

Missing
Wheelchair
A wheelchair provided by and
for the use of.an IDP student
s t o r e d in t h e M a t h e r
administrative office was
discovered missing Thursday,
February 10. According to Lois
DiCara, Assistant to Mather
Campus Center Director, the
wheelchair was not released by a
Front Desk w o r k e r . Any
information related to this
important matter should be
addressed: c/o Mather Front
Desk.

Outing Club
The Trinity Outing Club is
sponsoring a week-long canoeing
expedition to the Shenandoah
mountains of Northern Virginia
during one of the Spring Break
weekends. Anyone interested in
the trip should attend the TOC
club meetings each Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge or
contact P.O. Box 8000.

Scholarship
Engineerina
and Medical
The Dimauro Foundation will
award a $1000 scholarship for
undergraduate study in engineering, and a $2500 scholarship to a
graduating senior planning to attend medical school. Students
must be from Bridgeport, CT or
surrrounding towns. The deadline
is April 15.

their junior year and must apply
by May 1.

TV Arts
The National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences will
award a S2000 scholarship to a
student planning to continue his
or her education toward a television career. Candidates should
currently be sophomores or
juniors who plan to conlinue their
studies at a New England college
or university. The deadline is
March 19.

Summer Work
The Financial Aid Office needs
a student to work full-time this
summer to assist with financial
aid and loan applications and the
Work-Study program. Prefer
sophomore or junior with some
typing skills who can continue
working part-time during the
academic year and vacation
periods. For an interview, contact
Kathy Mills, Assistant Director of
Financial Aid, ext. 467.

Women's Center
Coffee House
The Tini t y W o m e n ' s
Organization is sponsoring a
coffeehouse featuring Amy
Fulton at the Women's Center. It
will start at 10:15 p.m. on
Thursday, March 10. All are
welcome.

Film
On Friday, March 11 at
midnight, T.W.O. will be showing

The African

Queen,starring

Humphrey Bogart and Katherine
H e p b u r n , in M c C o o k
Auditorium. Admission is 50
cents.

Women's Network
• Wednesday, February 9 at 4:30
p.m. there will be a Women's
Network Meeting in the Women's
Center. Members of T.W.O.,
T.C.B.W.O., the Women's
Center Coordinating Committee,
The President's Special Council
on Women, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Delta Delta Delta, the
Women's Center staff, the Trinity
Women's Club, the Women's
Studies C o m m i t t e e , and
unaffiliated women students will
be there. All interested students
are welcome.

Journalistic

World Affairs

Applications are now available
for the 1982-83 Society of Professional Journalists Scholarships($500 each). Students must
be residents of Connecticut planning a career in newspaper,
magazine, or broadcast journalism. Applicants must be in

There will be an introductory
meeting of the World Affairs
Association this Sunday, March
13, at 7 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge. New members are
welcome. Refreshments will be
served. (See related article for
more information.)

Advertising space this size is now available
for your Activities Fee funded organization.
Absolutely Free*.
For details, contact John E. Hardy,
Tripod Advertising Manager.
Box 1310 Trinity, or 246-1829
•Camera-ready material required. Typesetting available for minor cost.
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DEKEFighting
For It's Identity
by Robin L. Fins

"t
u
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Pace speaks at Trinity: U.S. economy slow in growth.

Pace Delivers Scholl Lecture
continued from page 1

situation, but only slightly. The
lower interest rates make investment more appealing, however it
is now less expensive to borrow
money than to increase dividends
because dividends are taxed. Tax
shelters, which Reagan's policy
still utilizes, only serve as a reducing force of capital, according to
Pace.
Transfer payments, or unearned payment from the government,

United Way
of the Capital Area

in addition to tax shelters, should
be seriously reconsidered as their
payments serve only to add to the
amount of money used for consumption. According to Pace, as
the rate of consumption rises, inflation .rises and investment
drops.
However, Pace states that "our
investment problem is far more

IFC
Update
Recommendations for the
amendment of the IFC constitution dominated the discussion at
the most recent IFC meeting last
Thursday. Those present debated
such points as the possible opening of meetings to all students and
faculty and guidelines for the,
recognition of new fraternities.
There was an announcement
that the Friday Tea at DKE, held
from 4 to 6 pm every Friday will
merge with the Culture Club. It
will be called the Friday Club and
it will begin this week.
The date for the Open Rush
Forum was confirmed as Wednesday, April 13, in the Washington
Room.

than putting money into savings,"
The lack of ability that businesses
now have to estimate the future
market is the main reason that
businesses are not willing to risk
investment. The instability of the
market is partly because of
government policies. In order to
change this instability, Pace
recommended better coordinated
taxes and government spending,
and increase in competition in the
workplace, an increase in the
a m o u n t of e d u c a t i o n of
workers,and a decrease in consumption taxes. These steps
toward stability in our economy,
• which include a decrease ol"
government control, should lead
to greater incentives for private
i n v e s t m e n t in i n d u s t r y .

Post Office To Be Moved
by Robin L. Fins

At this point of the Mather
renovation project, the North and
South walls of the extension are
being poured. As soon as this
process is completed, excavation
of the patio will begin and that
means more digging.
The
complete excavation should be
finished soon and will reach the
recently moved fence.
On Thursday, March 17 the
Cave will close in the afternoon
and will remain closed until the

HARVARD
this summer

interested in the health professions A spiual mhoduetor\
college program tor qualified high school juniors and si niors
is also ollered.

Academic Calendar
JUNE 27-AUGUST 19, 1983

Liberal Arts

Pre-Professional
and Education

r

For further information, return the oupon below or call:
1617) 495-202! information
1617) 495-2494 24-hdur catalogue
reijues! line
Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and
application for:
Arts'& Sciences & Education <
English as a Foreign Language
Dance Center
. Drama
Secondary School Student Program
Health /Ytitessions'
VWiling

The Summer'School oilers all basic courses necessary tor
pre-medical preparation. Oi interest to prc-laiv students are
classes in gewernment and economics, ISusiness courses
include computer programming, financial accounting, statistics, and a business writing workshop. Non-credit review
courses lor the CM AT. CHE. and MCAT are ottered. Graduate level courses in education anil in management theory
and application are also available.

City

Special Programs

Slate

These include the Harvard Summer Dance Center. Drama
Program,' Expository and Creative Writing Program,
English as a Foreign Language, and the Ukrainian Summer
Institute,', the Harvard Health Professions Program is tor
elhnit minorities and economically disadvantaned students

end of Spring Break. During this
time the Associated Construction
Company will jack hammer the
floor to install drainage pipes.
This will serve as prepatory work
for the Cave shut down during the
summer.
Wayne Asmus has informed the
Tripod that the Post Office will
relocate over the summer. The
new Post Office will'be located
directly north of Follet's
Bookstore into the present Cave
dishroom. He asked local students
and summer residents to consider
using alternative addresses as the
moving/renovation process will
impede normal postal services.

formula implies a second class
type affilation for the women
members, this solution is most
unlikely to work for the Trinity
DKE chapter.
Brown also emphasized that the
current DKE dilemma is not
related to the present Trinity
examination of the Greek system.
When asked what would become
of DKE should its charter be
revoked, Brown could only
vaguely speculate. She said a new
constitution was being drawn up
and that perhaps a co-ed, nonGreek letter group would emerge.
Brown stressed that this should
not be viewed as an anti-fraternity
move, "With the evolution of
DKE as a g r o u p , " Brown
stated,"it is not necessary for it to
carry the title of fraternity."
Brown stated the chapter is in
contact with their alumni and are
planning an Alumni Corporation
meeting for May 15, 1983. She
stressed no action will be made by
A l p h a C h i or t h e DKE
International until that date.

Minority
Professor
Hired
by Philip Ailing
"You must cast the net as wide
as you can to consider all the
factors in determining the best
candidates for the job. You also
need to make sure that minorities
are encompassed in the net cast,"
stated Philosophy Professor, Dr.
Lee. The Philosophy Department
has appointed a •minority
professor to fill an assistant
professor position.
Maurice Wade, from the
University of North Carolina at
Raleigh, will begin teaching next
semester. He will instruct courses
on applied ethics, Hume, Marx,
and ethics in the international
community.
This Fall the Philosophy
Department. began searching to
fill the opening. Professor Lee
said, "philosophy is a buyers
market, there area lot of qualified
candidates. When the search
committee does their work well,
all of the f i n a l i s t s a r e
outstanding." The Philosophy
Department based their criteria
not only on past performance and
achievement, but also took into
consideration the precise needs of
the school and the department at
this time in history.

Mather Switchboard

Harvard Summer School, th<! naliim's oldest summer 10s- '
sion, features open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening liberal arts courses and pre-prolessional programs. The
diverse cirriculum includes courses appropriate lor iulHllinj;collcge degree requirements as well as programs designed lor
career and professional development. The international student body has access to the University's outstanding
libraries, museums, athletic facilities, and cultural activities
with the additional benefits ot Cambridge and nearby Boston. Housing is available in Harvard's historic resiliences.
Undergraduate and graduatt'.courses in more than 30 liberal
arts Helds are ol lured at convenient hours/Intensive- foreign
language and writing programs arc- available, .Arming the
many areas represented are Anthropology, Computer Sciences, Fine Arts, Mathematics. Psychology. Music, and
Visual and Environmental Studies.
- •
.

The future of the Alpha Chi
chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon
has recently become the subject of
much speculation. According to "
chapter president Otie Brown '83,
the DKE International has
threatened to revoke their charter
unless all male membership dues
are paid by May 22,1983. Since
1978, the Alpha Chi chapter has
been "delinquent" in submitting
initiation fees currently set at $100
per male member.
DKE was founded as a male
fraternity but Brown stated "the
International has conceded to
recognize women as members of
the chapter, but denies women the
rights and privileges granted to
male members who join DKE."
Among the rights afforded to men
and not women are admission to
the Yale Club, eligibility for DKE
scholarships, the right to
represent DKE at conventions,
and the traditional membership
pin and scroll.
Brown stated that DKE hoped
to continue with its unusual
achievements but " r e c e n t
demands of the International may
tend to retard growth. Neither the
men nor the women advocate
affiliation with an institution
which denies full and equal
membership to women or men."
Brown mentioned, the DKE
International's "solution" to this
problem, entitled the "Bowdoin
Formula." According to the
International, Bowdoin College
has a co-ed DKE chapter.
However, Brown noted the
formula "requires the chapter to
have a separate initation for men,
at which they learn the 'secrets oi'
DKE' and become recognized
members of DKE, and does not
permit the chapter to elect a
woman president."
As this

Name

•

Street

..
•.'..'.

,

\
Harvard Summer School
20 Garden St.. Dcpt. 110
Cambridge. MA 02138

Zip

.. .

The recent-disruptions in the main-switchboard caused by the storm
and equipment failures, prompt us to inform you about our service.
The Mather switchboard extends the same courtesy to you that the
Trinity switchboard does, but, due to different equipment, our
capabilities are limited. If you are calling in, we must put you in.limbo to
transfer you to your requested extension; you will not hear the extension
ring. This has caused .some confusion and some of you have hung upjn
the belief that you had been cut off. Please stay on the line. ,.
If you are on the receiving end when the Mather switchboard is in service, you will hear the expression, "You have an incoming call.'1 Please
stay on the line. After the operator hangs up, you will hear a series of
clicks and you will-be connected to your party, just say "hello."
Although this is not as efficient as receiving calls through the main swit:
chboard, it is an improvement over the old Mather switchboard, i.e.,
answering your phone, hanging up, and dialing the incoming extension.
This process', iricidently, is the same process used on weekends and after
!
regular business hours.
.,
If you have an emergency, please use the energency number 522-6557.
This is a direct line to the Front Desk and will be answered immediately.
It is, of course, for emergency use only. Otherwise, we shall treat all incoming calls as the main switchboard does, in the order in which they are
received, with the slight delays as outlined above.
:
We hope this has been helpful and informative. If you have any questions concerning this operation, we will gladly answer them for you.
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Foreign Study Figures
Class
1983
1984
1985

Academic Yr.
Male Female
0
0
7
8
0
0

II
According to Robbins Winslow, director of
Foreign Study, among New England liberal arts
colleges, Trinity has one of the highest percentages
of junior class members studying abroad. The Barbieri Center is not included in the above figures.
In 1981-82, a total of 125 students studied

0
18
0

1
25
2

Grand
Total
10
89
2

18

28

101

Second Semester
Male Female

First Semester
Male Female
7
2
9
22
0
0
29

abroad, 106 of which were juniors. In 1980-81, 97
students were abroad; 87 of these students were
juniors. The figures for 1979-80 were 107 total; 97
juniors. In 1978-79, 101 juniors out of 114
students studied abroad. There were 79 students
abroad during 1977-78, 65 of which were juniors.

New Review Board Proposal
Editor's note: A proposal on
student participation in the
appointments and promotions
procedures printed in last week's
issue was incorrectly attributed to
the SGA. The following revised
draft is from the Student
Organization for Appointments
and Promotions.
According to a statement from
the Faculty, "A Trinity education
is designed to give students that
kind of understanding of human
experience which will equip them
for life in a free society...
Students should be self-motivated
in their inteelectual life, and these
motives ought to operate on a
subject matter that has enduring
importance." Coincident with
this responsibility, students have
the right to participate in
decisions which will determine the
quality of intellectual life on
c a m p u s . An o r g a n i s e d
p r e s e n t a t i o n of s t u d e n t
perspective is necessary; it would
be of great assistance to the
appointments and promotions
process. Students look to the
Faculty to maintain the excellence
of Trinity College. To insure the
enduring quality of intellectual

life students must play an active
role in assessing the Faculty.
However, student input on
decisions concerning Faculty
appointments and promotions is
minimal. Student opinion is not
used constructively and students
are kept uninformed on issues of
paramount importance to the
welfare of the community.
Therefore, we propse that a
Review Board composed of five
students be established to provide
an evaluation of the teaching of
professors under
the
c o n s i d e r a t i o n of t h e
Appointments and Promotions
Committee (A & P). Of the five,
two representatives are to be
members of the senior class. One
of the seniors must be a math,
science, or social science major.
The two senior members will serve
advisory members on the
Appointments and Promotions
Committee. The other threeReview Board members shall be
sophomores and juniors; at least
one must be majoring in the arts
or the social sciences. To become
a member of the Review Board, a
student must aply to the
President's Fellows by April of
the preceding year. The Fellows

will nominate five students and
two alternates for the Review
Board; t,he nominees must be
approved by a majority vote of
the S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t
Association.
The job of the Review Board
will be to review all-cases coming
before the A&P Committee. The
members will solicit the opinions
of the students who have taken
courses offered by each professor,
noting which students are majors
and non-majors. They will also
conduct interviews with a sample
of students taught by the
professor. The interviews will
enable the Board to assess the
professor's teaching approach, as
well as his or her personal
commitment to students and
student life in general. If it is
deemed necessary, members of
the Board, keeping in mind their
own subjectivity, can observe the
professor's teaching- method by
sitting in on two or more of his or
her classes. They are to read the
statement of educational intent
submitted by the professor to the
'A&P Committee. Any letters
submitted by students, faculty

Guidelines Allow For
Student Voice
continued from page 1
focusing student input. In this
way, it doesn't preclude student
advising in the area of faculty
status decisions, and emphasizes
the importance of student
participation in decisions which
affect the quality of their
education.
According to Dean DeRocco,
the Dean of Faculty, the proposal
is "thoughtfully conceived and
carefully constructed." However,
he stated that it is difficult to
estimate faculty reaction to it. In
order for it to come before the
faculty for a - vote, a standing
committee would have to bring
the proposal forward. If it passed
with the faculty's proposal, it
would be brought to the attention
of the Board of Trustees.
Currently, student opinion on
appointments is composed of
unsolicited letters from students
and course evaluations done at the
end of courses by students. The
chairman of the professor's
department then uses this input to
present his case, either for the
recommendation of the professor
or against it. At most, there will
be twelve to eighteen cases
brought before the committee
each spring. The committee first
c o n s i d e r s all the first

reappointments, then the second
reappointments, then tenure
decisions, and finally professorial
p r o m o t i o n s . T h i s gives
consistency to the work they are
doing and their decisions. •
According to SOAP members
Michael Topp, Ann Collins, Chris
Sullivan, and Russell Hall, the
student proposal first began with
ideas which were stirred up by the
sit-in conducted during the furor
over Johnetta Richards, It was
then realized that situations like
the sit-in could be avoided by
creating an organized student
method of input. In this way,
student input could be more
cohesively represented and the
students might gain some insight
into the actual decision-making
p r o c e s s . In a d d i t i o n , the
enormous responsibility of the
task, and the fact that the
selection will be made by the
President's Fellows, a respected
group of students, should bring
responsible students into the five
. positions. For more support, the
AAUP policy document furnishes,
this statement: "In any case, the
informal exchange of opinion,
like the formal participation in the
processes of i n s t i t u t i o n a l
government, should' involve
students, faculty, administration,
and governing board in a
continuing joint effort."
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continued on page 5

AVIATION OPPORTUNITIES
College graduates (BS/BA), or students within 18
months of graduation wanted to operate jets and
prop aircraft. No experience required, Fully-paid
training program. Also manage personnel and
equipment in aviation environment. $18,300 to
start. Over $30,000 in four years. Outstanding
benefit package includes:
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For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave — /"/ will be
ready upon your
arrival.

• 30 days paid vacation/year

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

•• Free medical and dental
• Post-graudate education
• Family benefits
Positions require good health. 20/20 vision (some
positions available with 20/20. correctable) U.S.
citizen, age to 28 V2. International travel
expected, For more information call collect
MON-THUR, 9 AM-2 PM
(518)462-619.

ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE

Phone
287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Richard Staron, prop.

247-O234
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Statement Calls For Student Participation
continued from page 4
members, or administrators can,
with the author's permission, be
taken into account. The end result
of this deliberation will be a
statement of recommendation
written on behalf of the entire
Review Board. A copy of this
statement will be given to the
professor being considered. The
two senior members of the Review
Board will present the Board's
recommendation to the A&P
Committee, and be present
throughout the deliberations,
including any appeals, to provide
detailed input on student
opinions. The two seniors will be
required to sign an oath of
confidentiality. This measure will
protect the integrity of the
individuals being reviewed. In this
way students will take an active
r.ole in the decision making
process.
The argument has been made
that the decisions made by the
A&P Committee should be peer
judgements. Granted, a
professor, experineced in the
complexities of the profession, is
in the best position to judge

another professor. That is why
our proposal does not call for two
voting members. However, the
student body is, ideally, the main
focus of energy for a professor,
particularly at a small college like
Trinity. If we are not capable of
judging the merit of those who
instruct us, especially after having
been here for three years, perhaps
there is something seriously wrong
with either Trinity's procedure for
selecting incoming students, or
with the education offered once
those students arrive.
Additional weight is given to
this argument when one considers
that the nominations for the
Review Board are to be made by
the P r e s i d e n t ' s F e l l o w s ,
academically the most respected
students on campus.
The most vigorous objection to
this proposal concerns the matter
of confidentiality. Obviously,
investigations made by the A&P
Committee at times involve very
sensitive information. However,
the students working with the
A&P Promotions Committee will
be instructed not to release any
i n f o r m a t i o n which would

seriously interfere with that
person's career or personal life.
Information of this type is none
of our business; nor is it legal or
ethical to transmit it. We have no
intention of establishing a gossip
column in the Tripod. We simply
want to have our opinions
considered and to be informed of
decisions that are at present being
made around us. A better
informed student body would lead
to fewer false rumors being
circulated. More importantly, a
better informed student body
would enhance the academic
climate at Trinity by fostering
greater.student-faculty interplay.
The work involved in a
responsibility such as this would
be enormous. However, this is
true of many tasks already
undertaken by members of the
student body. Being the editor of
the Tripod, the president of the
SGA, or the leader of any
organization on campus entails a
great deal of work. If students
cannot be found to assume the
responsibility, then perhaps the
implicit judgement that Trinity's
student body is too irresponsible

for this type of work is true.
Respect is not a right or even a
privilege; it is something which is
earned.
Along with refutations of
arguments made against this
proposal, points that support the
idea must be considered. Our
concern is twofold. First, we feel
it is wrong to keep the student
body in ignorance. It is not our
purpose to spread sensitive
information about a professor.
Rather, we feel that the students
on the A&P Committee would
serve to prevent malicious or false
rumors. Often the imagination of
a large body of people is more
damaging than the truth.
Second, we are of the opinion
that student opinion on the
quality of our instructors could be
used far more constructively than
it is now. It could be put to better
use simply by allowing students to
sit calmly on a committee, rather
than allowing frustrations to build
to the point where demonstrations
and marches are deemed the only
alternative. Continual dialogue
between the students, faculty and
administration at' Trinity will

Get a story,
get a donut

lo'

o
o

make for a healthier and more
stimulating community.
Our proposal is not without
precedent. Other colleges have
already involved students in the
making of decisions concerning
those who instruct them. The
Academic Council at Wesley an,
which does most of the work and
which makes recommendations
that are usually respected, has no
student members. However, all
recommendations made by the
Academic Council must be passed
by the Education Committee of
the Board of Trustees, which has
two full-time voting students on
it.
Particularly at a liberal arts
college, the greatest amount of
legitimate input should be
incorporated into decisions
affecting the nature of its
community. At present, only the
faculty and the administration are
represented on the Appointments
and Promotions Committee. The
Trinity community should work
together in making judgements of
such importance.
Respectfully Submitted,
• . Student Organization for
Appointments and Promotions

Once upon o time, a Trinco
woman named Red was strolling
down the Long LUalk at about
.6:30 on a Tuesday night when
she spotted a wolf in a trench
coat and shades loitering in front
of Northam. She wondered if he
was any relation to Jenny, or
possibly Judith. As he approached her, she grew more suspicious
and wished she had called for a
security escort. She was about to
attract the attention of o passing
Cave lady when the UJolf flashed
his Tripod Press card. LUIth a
toothy grin, he promised her
fame, friends, fun, and even a
press card of her own. Red listened, enthralled, as the Wolf told
her how she could meet top College personalities and hobnob
with the journalistic giants of Trinity, fill she had to do was work for
the Tripod. The possibilities for
involvement were endless In
news, sports, arts, and features,
not only writing but taking photos
as well. There were bylines in her
eyes when the UJolf mentioned
the rush of raui emotion one feels
in seeing one's name In print. The
thought of having her own press
cord was really enticing. She
could put it in her wallet and
establish her Identity. "UJho
needs sororities?" Red asked
herself. ,
Then the UJolf told her about
the Tripod's reinstituted Tuesday
night meetings at 7:15 p.m., the
first of which would be held on
March 8. She could munch on
free donuts, chat with the illustrious Tripod editors, and get
her very own story assignment.
Lured by these promises of fame,
fortune, press cards, and donuts,
Red rushed off to the Tripod
Headquarters in the basement
of Jackson. The UJolf, who never
revealed his true identity, went
off to lure more Trinco students in, to the Tripod den. fls for'
Red...well, you know the story. If
not, be there tonight.
',•••.
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TCNAC Defends N-Freeze Idea

The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

DEKE
Independence:
A Healthy Thing
During the last few weeks, the DEKE fraternity has
been quietly working to overcome a difficulty with its
national status, that is, its relation to the international
Delta Kappa Epsilon organization.
Although the international charter of DEKE does not
permit membership by females, the Trinity chapter has
been co-ed for some time now, much to the chagrin of
the larger organization.
At this time, the future of DEKE is unsure. However,
the chapter's sureness of purpose is manifested in
their desire to remain co-ed, independent and selfdetermining. This independence of action reflects well
on the organization and community members should
quietly applaud DEKE for its actions. Quietly, because
the question of DEKE's status has yet to be resolved.
The relationship of Trinity College and its associated
groups to outside organizations is one that needs to be
examined closely in the resolution of the fraternity/sorority issue. DEKE is to be commended for asserting its independence.

'Little Hans Diary'
• Today: I have given this a lot of be in danger. (1 wonder what
thought! I mean, all the thought would happen if we decided to use
you can give to it being my age. I them here on earth.?)
. was thinking about not haying
But again, I'm being to
nuclear weapons at all. I thought idealistic (that's the word I always
about how neat it would be to hear when some acquit is talking
take all the nuclear weapons arid about nuclear disarmament).
send, them aJJ away in a spaceship Let's get back to earth. It would ,
and Kaputz! No more nuclear be so neat if the different chiefs
weapons or threatenings. I could reach a final agreement on a
know...this is a very idealistic nuclear freeze. After all, with the
point, of view and the world is not weapons they possess now there is
as creative as I am. Also, they are not too much chance of surviving.
all much older than I am, this is to Once I read on a pin, "Third
say much more "civilized." After •World War: The War with no
all, we do need nuclear weapons, winners." I didn't understand it,
or else, how are we going to show but I found it funny. How can
(better to say threaten) other there, be no winners, somebody
countries that we are powerful. has to be more prepared more
Yes, because what is a country than the others!
without nuclear weapons? An
I just think about the future.
underdeveloped country, obviousThe only one to be affected by this
ly! Just look at Costa Rica-what a
nuclear threat is humanity; But
shame! They have no army.
who cares about humanity and its
Besides, money is not made to be
future, that's for dreamers! Let's
spent in education and social proall live the present and follow our
grams. Nuclear weapons and proleaders' self-desructing ideas.
gress and civilisation are, without
They "know" what is best for our
any doubts, synonyms. Also, it is
world. What about humanity?
impossible to send all those
Don't worry. We can take care of
weapons to the universe because if
it afterwards, maybe when there is
they explode, by any chance, the
• none left!
order of the whole universe might
Orlando Gonzalez

As Only Chance For Success
To the Editor:
There are many points to which
I take exception in Mr. O'Brien's
letter of last week, not the least of
which is his challenging of
TCNAC's integrity, but I leave
such charges to the discrimination
of those who attended the show-,
ing of "The War .Game" on
Awareness Day. For the sake of
space I will respond only to those
of his arguments against the
viability of a freeze.
It should first be noted,
however, that it is not the case,
nor has it been claimed, that "The
War Game" was made to promote a nuclear freeze, but it does
not follow from this (as Mr.
O'Brien states) that the film "has
nothing to do" with a freeze.
The theme of "The War
Game" is simply that by all
available standards of evaluation
a nuclear war cannot be limited
and cannot be won. (Lest anyone
think that this point is selfevident, I refer him or her to the
statements on nuclear strategy
that have been coming out of
Washington lately.) This idea is
the basis of the freeze today even
as it has been the basis of anti- .
nuclear movements of past
decades.
The freeze calls for a bilateral,
verifiable end to the testing, production and deployment of
nuclear weapons and weapons
delivery systems. As such, it is indeed a first step towards reductions in the nuclear arsenals of
both superpowers as Mr. O'Brien
asserts, and it is in this regard that
he claims the freeze to be flawed.
The argument made is that the
USSR would have no incentive to
effect reductions in its existing
nuclear stockpiles in the aftermath of a freeze. The Soviet
Union lives by,its military might
alone, it is argued, and so would
never agree to arms reductions
unless forced to by continuing US
advancements.
The premise of this reasoning is
that the Soviets are only afraid of
the potential dangers of nuclear
weapons to the extent that we
have more of them. But if, as Mr.
O'Brien implies, the Soviets are
too dependent on their arsenal to
reduce it when both sides are at
roughly equal levels, what makes
him think that they will agree to

Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the
Editor. All letters must be
signed by the author, whose
name will be withheld upon
request. Letters which are in
poor taste or libelous will not
be printed. The Tripod also
welcomes guest •commentary.
All letters must be typed,
double-spaced and no longer
than two piu'es, or else be
subject IO editing. The
deadline is 6:00 p.m. frickiN.
Please deliver all letters and
commentary via campus mail
(Bo\ 1310) or io the Tripod
office in the basement of
J a c k s o n
H a l l .

reductions when they are behind?
Clearly neither the US nor the
USSR is going to assent to any
sort of agreement that threatens
its superpower status, but there is
a good deal of negotiating room
between present nuclear stockpiles
and that point be|ow which
neither side will willingly go.
Nothing is guaranteed, but you
have to start somewhere, and you
can't go backward unless you've
stopped first. The freeze is simply
a starting point.
As for the noninclusion of the
three other major nuclear powers
in the freeze, all three are now
well behind both the US and the
USSR, as Mr. O'Brien himself admits. Furthermore, there is little
indication that France or Britain
could ever match the present
stockpiles of either superpower,
even if they had the inclination.
China certainly presents more
of a problem, but the PRC has
made overtures to arms control
before. Most recently, Huang
Hua, chairman of the Chinese
delegation to the UN, stated that
China would be willing to join in
any concerted arms control effort
(specifically, a freeze followed by
reductions) In which the two
superpowers "took the lead."
A potential problem also raised
is the development of anti-nuclear
technology, which is not covered
by the freeze. Mr. O'Brien argues
that without the ability to
upgrade present systems, w e
would soon be at the mercy of the
Soviets.
The fact is that there is plenty
of evidence to suggest that the
Russians are just as scared on
nuclear weapons as anyone else,
irrespective of "bargaining chips"
that '-'force" the Soviets to the
bargaining table. The fourteen
arms agreements we currently
hold with the Soviets are testament enough to that.
Unfortunately, as the present

MX muddle shows, once a system
becomes vulnerable to nuclear attack through the increased accuracy of weapons, little can be
done to upgrade it in ways that are
truly effective. Subs can't be
made invulnerable to nuclear explosions, and if the Soviets ever
do suceed in "making the sea
transparent," it is doubtful much
could be done to offset it, freeze
or not.
In concluding, Mr. O'Brien
states that a freeze "can only
work if reductions are achieved."
This is simply false. A freeze is a
freeze and, as such, is completely
independent of reductions.
This is not to say that reductions should not be sought (quite
the contrary), but the virtue of a
freeze is that at the very least it
will prevent the arms race from
making forward progress. No
other arms control proposal does
this, least of all the START proposals, which ignore ground, sea
and air launched cruise missiles
and the special perils of firststrike systems like the MX, and
Pershing II and Trident II.
The freeze will not end the
world's problems if it succeeds,
nor will the world necessarily be
destroyed if there is no freeze, but
the freeze is, at least for the moment, the only meaningful arms
control proposal that has any
chance of success. "The War
Game" is not a film about the
freeze, but it is a film that speaks
to the heart of the reality behind
the arms race.

• •• •'•

It is not pleasant to see people
burned by a nuclear blast; neither
is it pleasant to see footage of
Auschwitz and Dakau; but it is
necessary for people to see such
things and to understand how
they happened once, so that they
do not happen again.
Sincerely,
Ian McFarland
for TCNAC
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Features
Puerto Rico Investigates Independence
by Mary Darby
To many Americans, Puerto
Rico is an island resort in the
Caribbean. With sparkling
beaches, graceful palm trees, and
an exciting night life, it fulfills the
basic requirements for a vacation
dream. Few mainland Americans,
however, think of Puerto Rico as
a colony of the United States.
Fewer still consider it a nation.
Although the 3.3 million
islanders are culturally and
linguistically distinct from
mainland Americans, they are still
American citizens. They carry
American passports, but they pay
no federal taxes, nor do they vote
in mainland .elections. They elect
their own governor and their own
legislature. They have a nonvoting Congressional representative, but Washington controls
their foreign policy, immigration,
defense, and federal aid.
Economically, Puerto Rico is
almost entirely dependent on the
United States: by 1977 Puerto
Rico's annual mainland purchases
had surpassed 3.9 billion dollars,
and on a per capita basis, Puerto
Rico ranked first as a purchaser of
U.S. goods. But Puerto Rico's per
capita income is only half that of
Mississippi, the poorest state in
the union. Unemployment on the
island is officially 24 per cent.
The island's ambiguous status
is that of a commonwealth, or
"free association", of the United
States, As the economy continues
to slump, more Puerto Ricans are
wondering about, their
homeland's political future and
how it may be improved. Should
Puerto Rico seek independence?
Should it become America's 51st
state? Or should it continue its 30
year history as a commonwealth.?
Professor Albert Gastmann of
the Political Science department
comments,"It would seem natural
for the Puerto Ricans to want independence, like all other Caribbean islands. But most Of the peo-

commonwealth status.
General election results since
1952 indicate little popular support for independence parties. In
the 1980 gubernatorial race,
Carlos Romero Barcelo of the
pro-statehood New Progressive
Party barely edged out his commonwealth contender, Rafael
Hernandez Colon of the Popular
Democratic Party. Romero
Barcelo won 47.2 of the vote,
while Hernandez Colon received
47 per cent of the electorate. The
remainder of the votes went to independence parties. Romero
Barcelo's campaign promise to
lead the island to statehood has so
far been undelivered because the
PDP retains control of the Puerto
Rican Legislature.
Another
plebiscite seems likely in the near
future.

The flag of Puerto Rico: symbol of commonwealth or nation?
even' though statehood would
p!e do not want independence yet.
grant them better political
The younger people want inrepresentation. "Also, statehood
dependence most, because they
implies integration, and closes the
are ideologically committed to
p o s s i b i l i t y of f u t u r e inLatin America. The working
dependence. The commonwealth
population looks to the U.S. for
status leaves that possibility
jobs and economic stability."
open."
Gastmann's opinion's are to a
degree reflected by two Trinity
Rita notes Puerto Rico's prestudents who are natives of Puersent economic dependence on the
to Rico. Rita Cordova,'83,and
U.S. "In my home town, they
Orlando Gonzalez,'85; both feel . manufacture Certs and Rolaids.
strongly"about the future of their
There's a Piaytex factory. If the
homeland. "Ideally," Orlando
Americans left, we could not do
says, " I want independence for
anything with these factories."
Puerto Rico. But I have to face
"But," she continues, " I think
reality, and in reality I know it
there is a possibility for revoluwould not work yet."
Rita
tion. The people are very poor,
agrees, "It would die, because
and Puerto Rican politics is a
Puerto Rico has never had the
game of demagoguery." Orlando
chance to be free.
disagrees, "I do not think there
Professor Gastmann says that
will be a political revolution in
most of the Puerto Ricans he
Pueto Rico. The commonwealth
status breeds indifference."
knows b e l i e v e t h a t commonwealth status is more advanRita and Orlando both agree
tageous to them economically,
that they do not want Puerto Rico

Beyond The Long Walk

Britain Turns Water On After Strike
by Peter A. Stinson
NORWICH. At the start of its
sixth week the Waterworker's
strike ended. Wednesday there
was rumor that the nationwide
strike would be over, and in the
morning members of a picket line
huddled around a small coal fire
outside the gates if the Anglican
Water Authority in Norwich.
They were not pleased.
"We were sold down the
river," said Tim Hughes.He is
complaining because Union
management signed the contract
before it went to a member's vote.
He is sure the demands of the
strike were not met.
The workers have been demanding a 15 per cent raise to bring

their wages in line with workers
from the gas and electric utilities.
All utilities are owned by H.M.
Government, and because of this,
workers are all government
employees. The water workers
feel they do equivalent work to
those -in the other utilities,
sometimes more since they "have
to dig deeper," as Paul Dips
noted.
Strikers have been getting strike
pay and those with families have
been getting additional social
security. All those around the fire
agree it hasn't been much. They
have also gained support through
collections from the Socialist
Worker's Party and the Labour
Party, among other groups. Even

students from the University of
East Angiia have donated pounds.
But these workers outside
AWA are not pleased. They don't
like what they've heard. "The
unions have done more harm than
good," uttered Hughes.
This has been the scenario: the
workers' yearly contracts ran out
over two months ago. It is winter
here in Britain. The workers
struck hoping to cause havoc and
get their demands met. But noted
Dips,"It hasn't hit as hard as
expected."
They were hoping for broken
mains and a quick settlement.
Early on, the union membership ,
decided that only "emergency
repairs" would be made. Workers

TOWITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WWES * UCtUORS
n§wBfftaiffi Awe, Hartfori,'Conn..'

(corner Henry St. next to Comer

to become America's 51st state.
"I could not accept it, Orlando
says. "To me it would be too
much of a shock, a blow to my
cultural heritage." Rita says,"I
would never go back to Puerto
Rico if it became a state. I have
too much pride.
Puerto Rico has been under
U.S. control since 1898, when the
Americans invaded during the
Spanish-American War. The
island was governed as a U.S. territory until 1951, when the Puerto
Rican people adopted a commonwealth constitution. The
United Nations consequently
removed Puerto Rico from its list
of colonial possessions, or "nonself-governing" territories. In
1967 the only plebiscite in Puerto
Rican history on the issue of independence was held; 95 per cent
of the populace rejected independence altogether, and about
60 per cent voted for a reformed

Puerto Rico's situation became
the focus of a Cuban launched
drive in the U.N. General
Assembly last fall. Cuba and
several Third World nations
declared that Puerto Rico is a
United States colony, and that the
island should be designated as
such to be included in a broader
d e b a t e on d e c o l o n i z a t i o n .
Castro's resolution was rejected
by a 70 to 30 vote with 43
abstentions.
President Reagan has declared
himself supportive of Puerto
Rican statehood, provided that
the island's, inhabitants actively
seek that status. Reagan's Caribbean Basin Initiative, however,
has been criticized by many Puerto Ricans as harmful to their
economy. The CBI aims at
stabilizing
U.S. economic and
political relations with the Caribbean nations, but it may deprive
Puerto Rico of certain trading
privileges it now enjoys with the
mainland. Puerto Rican products
would also have to compete more
fiercely with other Caribbean exports, critics of the plan say.

of the AWA thought that meant
only hospitals. They talk in
disillusioned tones. Reportedly,
strikers in London have left picket
lines to fix mains to schools, old
persons' homes, and housing
developments. Those around the
fire "are nonplussed, as they feel
this has weakened the effect of the
strike.
,
In Norwich there have been no
major bursts. In. fact, this has
been "the mildest winter in recent,
•memory,"said Hughes. There
have been, however, claims that
raw sewage is making its way into
drinking water here and around
the country. Still, Norwich is the
only major city not to have been
told to boil water during the
strike.
The workers expect they'll, be
getting a sixteen month contract.
This bothers Andy ; Roths. The
contract will come up again in
June of 1984. "We lose in the
summer. The winter is best to
strike as we've more power. Pipes
are more apt to burst. Next times
it comes up they'll just take away
everything they.give us this time."
Hughes agrees,"It's a move on
the Union's part to quiet the
movement. If the union has signed we must go back to work, with
or without a vote." The men
around the fire don't believe that.
is fair.

At two o'clock in the afternoon
the workers meet at the Labour
Club on Bethel Street, Norwich.
They have been presented with a
"draft contract", whereby they
can reject any paragraph. Union
management has already signed.
The Norwich workers vote and accept fifty-four to eight. As
Hughes says after the meeting,
"We're, satisfied. Just." Overall
they have gotten twelve per cent.
: According to Mark McCulloch,
an AWA worker, the contract will
bring up the low wage earners
while steadying those in the upper
brackets. He is pleased, as now he
can return to work.
McCulloch noted, "The dole is
not the answer. More people
working is the only way; there are
3.5 million on the dole. Is that any
way to run a country?"
Peter A. Stinson, EAS VIS,
University Plain, Norwich NR4
7TJ, England. •
Author's Note: Some names in
(his column have been changed at
striker's requests.
Editor's Note: Henry P. Andrews, Mr Stinson's counterpart,
is currently on a free lance assignment in northern Scotland. He is
working on a photo essay of Loch
Ness and her infamous monster.
Henry will return to the Tripod's
pages when he has succeeded in
photographing Nessie.
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After A Week With Louis Simpson, 1983 Poet*i
One Day ISnuck Into His
Poetry Workshop
by Jennifer F.E. Wolfe
I was there incognito.
And I was embarrassed.
I was about to read the poem 1 had blurted out onto a sheet of paper
one night to a group of Hartford high school students and Louis
Simpson.
. We were having a poetry workshop in the Alumni Lounge,
Every year the poet-in-residence at Trinity conducts four two-hour sessions for a select group of about twenty area high school students. I was
sitting in on the first one so that I could write.a story on it. But. I didn't
want to make them self-conscious, so when I walked in and a kid said to
me "South Catholic? Sign here," I did.
We started at one end of the circle and each person read their poetry
aloud. Simpson listened carefully.The poems were mostly on their inner
feelings; not surprisingly, because, as Simpson said to me later, "It's
hard to get away from that temptation—to write about yourself, rather
than create images."
But "Poetry is not just an expression of your thoughts and opinions,"
he lectured them. "You can do that in prose. The thing that excites is the
created thing-a story or song-something that happens on the page.
Don't just give us thoughts in a vacuum, create a dramatic story." That
was his first piece of advice: "Write in dramatic terms."
Simpson worked with them on basic techniques such as meter and
rhythm. "What do expect of a poem?" he asked them. He answered
himself: "Rhythm. You guys do think about rhythm, don't you? And
meter. What's meter? You guys must think I'm a bug on technique-I
am!" His second piece of advice, then, was to "experiment with rhythm—
but know what you're doing." He wasn't being easy on them, but they
were listening.
The final word (literally ) of advice that he had for them was '' Read.''
That was very important. "You know how to learn? You learn by
reading. You want to learn how to write-poems? Read them."
"This guy's unbelievable," the kid sitting next to me said. I wasn't
sure, but I thought it was a compliment. It must have been, because when
the Trinity vaii brought the group back for the next session, he was there.
And there were five more kids with him.
.

This Hartford based program is sponsored in part thisyearby theCeorge
A. and Grace L. Long Foundation, It is under the direction of Milli
Sylvestri, head of the Poetry Center.

Simpson and three of the
twenty kids from Hartford
area high schools who
assembled in Alumni Lounge
last Wednesday for the first
of four two-hour workshops
which Simpson conducts as
Poet-In-Residence at Trinity,

The Morning Light
In the morning light a line
Stretches forever. There my unlived life
Rises, and I resist,
Clinging to the steps of the throne.

Day lifts the darkness from the hills,
A bright blade cuts the reeds,
And my life, pitilessly demanding,
Rises forever in the morning light.
Louis Simpson

Poetry
Pacific Ideas-a Letter to Walt Whitman

But a man must sit down,
And things, after all, are necessary.
Those "immensely overpaid accounts,"
Walt, it seems that we must pay them again.
It's hard to civilize, to change
The usual order;
. . ' .
And the young, who are always the same, endlessly
Rehearse the fate of Achilles.
•

Niichael Compo, director of
he Barbieri Center in Rome,
Milli Sylvestri, Director of
the Poetry Center, and
Simpson during the Open
House in the English building
last Thursday.

.

• : ;

Everyone wants to live at the center,
"The world of the upper floors."
And the sad professors of English ;
Are wishing that they were dead, as usual.
But here is the sea and the mist,
, ,Gray Lethe of forgetfulness,
And the moon, gliding from the mist,
Love, with her garland of dreams.
And I have quarrelled with my books
For the moon is not. in their fable,
And say to darkness, Let your dragon come,
O anything, to hoJd her in my arms! .' .
bSFlM'A
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n-Residence
But Was He Making A
Spectacle of Himself?
by Meg E. Bishop

1

"American poetry isn't
American poetry simply because it
is written in America," said Louis
Simpson in his Thursday evening
lecture entitled "American Poetry
from Whitman to the Present."
According to Simpson, the unique
character of American poetry and
the culture in general is that it is
experimental.
Simpson, Trinity's Poet-inResidence, delivered an enlightening and often humorous lecture.
He began by concurring with the
popular opinion that Walt Whitman was the "father of American
poetry," claiming that Whitman
was the first to use truly American
language in his Leaves of Grass.
Reading from poets such as
Emily Dickinson, William Von
Moody, Stephen Crane and Edward Arlington Robinson, he
traced the history of American
poetry through its "traditional"
phase, noting the experimental
use of free verse as an important
trend.
Simpson cited 1908 as the
beginning of a major change in
American poetry. That year Ezra
Pound had left America for London after being expelled from college for having a female ( a n

abandonned member of a travelling troupe ) in his room. Because
of h e r r o l e in P o u n d ' s
movements, and because Pound
was so important to the development of modern American poetry,
Simpson humorously referred to
this "lady from a travelling
show" as the "Muse of American
Modernism." It was Pound who
started the "imagist" movement
which was to have such a profound effect on twentieth century
poetry.
In another humorous moment,
Simpson claimed that Dylan
Thomas, who had restored the
oratorial nature of American
poetry, had "ruined poetry for
American poets"; "Now, he said,
"they are supposed to come to
universities and make spectacles
of themselves."
Simpson stated that after the
1960's, when poets became
. somewhat partisan, a major division in American poetry became
evident. This split occurred between the poetry of "language and
style" and that of "content and
objects." The imagist style was an
important part of the latter movement, and Simpson read selections from the leading poets in
this field.

In a question and answer session following his lecture, Simpson was asked who he thought
composed today's "American au• dience." He claimed that poets today must create their own audience. Most people won't read
p o e t r y - - n o t even his own
neighbors read his. But that
doesn't really matter, says Simpson, because writing doesn't depend on having an audience, it's
just "something that you have to
do.

S i m p s o n delivered an
anecdote-iilled
lecture/reading last Thursday
entitled "American Poetry
from Whitman to Present."
It was the first of three
readings he will give during
his ten-day stay.

Simpson was treated to a
lunch in the Cave last Friday,
where he chatted with
students when the noise from
the reconstruction wasn't
drowning him out.
Simpson discusses tne
problems of living in a
society which shows little
appreciation for the arl of
poetry.

photo lij Bub Sansonelti

Scheduled Readings
Tuesday, March 8

Thursday, March 10

Public Reading: "Poetry in a
Cold Climate" Remarks on the
problems faced by contemporary
poets in addition to the reading of
several poems.

Public Reading: Reading of
Simpson's own poetry..

All readings will take place in the Jacobson Auditorium of the Life
Sciences Center at 8:15p.m.
pliolo by Keryn Grnhs
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Dancer Breathes Delicacy, Exquisite
Movement into Oriental Dance Form
elemental beauty, but this loss
surely did not hamper thorough
enjoyment. The movements of her
fan (the essential prop in most
Dance Performance
Kabuki dance ) were in themselves
Seabury, Thursday
graceful, but difficult for the un-.
trained observer to interpret.
by Steven Brenman
The next dance dispelled any
confusion about the meaning of
Last Thursday Sachiyo Ito
the Kabuki vocabulary of movepresented the Trinity community
ment by presenting a "sampler"
with a rare treat. The celebrated
of movements and their symbolic
Miss [to offered a class in Kabuki
meaning. As western audiences
technique as well as a solo perforunderstand by convention that the
mance in the traditional Japanese
fall of the curtain indicates the
dance-drama. Kabuki (literally
end
of an act, so too do Kabuki
translated: "song-dance-acting" )
viewers understand the intent and
developed during the Tokugawa
meaning of certain actions. Miss
Shogunate as a highly stylized
Ito used her fan to demonstrate
mixture of Japanese culture, No
the subtle differences between the
drama, and puppet theatre.
movements that make up the
Although its technique is highly
dramatic "sign language." Even
structured, it has never been conin this piece, which was ostensibly
sidered esoteric; it's wide
popularity may be ascribed to it's for instructive purposes, the exceptional beauty of the dance was
mixture of scatological humor,
apparent. Sachiyo Ito has the
dramatic content and exquisite
ability to make the simple movemovement.
ment of her hand perfectly convey
Miss Ito's performance of Fuji
the ripples in a pond or the flight
Ondo, a 150 year old dance,
of an autumn leaf. This made
perfectly displayed the stylized
possible
the understanding and
beauty which is representative of
thus the complete enjoyment of
Kabuki. Her elaborate Kimono
the rest of the afternoon.
decorated in vibrant red and green
Mitsumen Komeri, the comical
was enough to. intrigue the audience. Once animated with her story of a babysitter lulling her
' flowing movements the effect was charge to sleep, provided a look at
nothing short of entrancing. The the more dramatic elements of the
thematic aspects of the dance were dance form. Miss Ito portrays a.
somewhat overcome by its young girl who resorts to a mask-

Review

ed play in order to calm a crying
infant (the part of the baby was
adequately performed by a silk
bundle ). Although the dialouge
was in Japanese, the universal
meanings of movement served to
convey the action. The change
from one mask to the next was
brilliantly executed in order to
create the illusion of distinct
characters often having a conversation with each other. In actual
Kabuki performance this metmorphasis would be facilitated by an
omnipresent kogen or "stage
assistant." Miss Ito again displays
her outstanding abilities as a performer; not only can she gracefully execute her portion of the
dance, but also tests which are
usually performed by others.
The performance of Ayame
Tukata and Ayakomei completed
the performance as it began. Once
again those gaterd in Seabury 49
had the opportunity to view the
mysterious beauty of Miss Ito's
movements. Each motion is imbued with meaning yet free of
cumbersome excess. She has taken
an technique which dancers have
been refining for centuries, and
distilled it one step further.
Sachiyo Ito has given Western
observers, like those at Trinity,
the opportunity to marvel at the
pure splender of'Kabuki, as well
as to understand its movements
Sachiyo lu., Japanese Kabuki dancer who performed in Seabury last
and meaning.
week.
pholn hy Sue Clifford

What's Happening
Theater
Moliere's "Tartuffe"
The Acting Company, on
tour for the JohnF. Kennedy
Center, will perform
Moliere's comedy, "Tartuffe" in the Goodwin
Theater of the: Austin Arts
Center on Tuesday, March 15
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8.00,
with student arid senior
citizen rates available. For
ticket information, call
527-8062. .
,
Written in- 1664, "Tartuffe" is a satire about a conniving knave who works his
way into rich bourgeois
circles for purposes of seduction and monetary gain.

Lecture
Richard Schechner,
Professor of Theater at New,
York University and former
director of the Performance
Group will give a.lecture on
Thursday, March 10 at 4:00
in Seabury 9/17 on Asian
theater and its relation. to
experimental theater in the
U.S.
Schechner has just
returned from India where he
was travelling and directing
• plays, and he will discuss his
experiences there in the
lecture as well.
Who's hands are these? Find
out in the Pub this
Wednesday night.

SGPB Events
Jazz Night
in Pub
SGPB presents Wednesday
Night Jazz-Fest in the Pub
with The Lee Callahan Trio,
featuring Lee Callahan on
piano, Dave Santoro on string bass and Larry DiNatale
on drums, Wednesday,
March 9th from 9:30
p.m.-l:00 a.m. There will be
free admission.

phnlo by Bob Sansonelli

ClubT
SGPB presents Club T
featuring B. Willie Smith and
the Chryslers on Friday,
M a r c h 1 1 t h in t h e "
Washington Room. Doors
open at 7:30 p.m. BYOB,
mixers will be provided.
Semi-Formal. Tickets' will be
on sale Monday, March 7th
at lunch and dinner for $3 a
person and $5 a> couple.
Tickets will also be sold at the
door for $4.

This lecture is sponsored
by the Theater and Dance
department, the Intercultural
Studies program and the ,
Lecture Fund. All are
welcome to attend.

Exhibits

PiDes Performance
The Trinity College Pipes will
host a jamboree on Saturday,
March 12 at 8:15 p.m. in
Goodwin Theater. Admission by reservation or at the
door for $3. Also performing
will be the Williams College
Spring Streeters, the Smith
College SmithenpoofSj and
After Dark, another Trinity
group.

A. Lee Burns: Sculptured
Works, on display until
March 17, Widener Gallery.
Tony Smith: Senior Exhibition, Garmany Hall.

EVENING. INTERLUDES
a ccfiCalbo/iation in dance md music
With

Dance Club
Trinity Dance Club Performance: If you attended the
last Dance Club event in October you won't want to miss
this one either. Come see
dancers Carmealett Smith,
Katie Van der Sleesen, Tim
Martin and others as they
perform choreographed
dance numbers.
March 16 at 7:00 p.m.

dlfaomi. Jkmo5 and JWy ^Duio/an
jUaftcd 11
.

'

6:00 p.m.

Seabu/ty 47
aim

DON'T B.UY A DIAMOND...

Lunch Series
This Wednesday, at 1:30, the
Women's Center Lunch Series
welcomes Thais Morgan of the
English Department, who will
lead a discussion on "The
Ideology of Advertising." All are
welcome and the Center will be
open from 1 to 1:30 p.m. Next
week the Center welcomes
Trinity's writer-in-residence,:
Thalia Cheronis-Selz, who will be
reading from her own work. Bring
your lunch and a friend.

' t i l you've read

DIAMOND INFORMATION HANDBOOK
Whether that stone is.for you or for a .loved- one,
it|s a good feeling to know it's worth what you've
paid For it. A convenient shopper's guide, the
Handbook is enjoyable reading, \ packed with the
information you need to make a sound purchase.
Why stay awake nights worrying whether you got
your money's worth, when you can have Diamond
Information Handbook and be sure? Send only $6.00
(postage paid) to:

E.W, Presendofer Publishing . Box 661
Dept. E
.••••.PaoJi,..PA 19301
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Unity, Good Use of Light
In Soares' Exhibition
Review
Senior Exhibition
Garmany Hall, Mar. 1-5
by Wendy Kershner
Ina Soares' senior exhibition
was dominated by selections of
her most recent work. Her paintings dominated the exhibition but
were balanced by earlier sketches
and color studies and later prints
and sketches. Ina felt that it was

"a unified show with continuity
between the pieces showing ( her )
strong points in color and
composition."
But the most impressive aspect
of the show was not just the continuity in color and composition
but in the use of light as well.
Taken as a whole, the show
demonstrates the very strong personal vision of the artist. A clear
theme is present in her use of light
and space, particularly in one
large painting done in tones of red
and orange, and in two smaller
paintings and two drawings. An

atmospheric, aerial quality is also
present, and it shows Ina's attempt to move away from the
familiar still life format of the
other pieces in the show.
This interest in spacial relationships is picked up in four small intaglio prints. There is good expression of contrasts, variety, and
texture, but Ina emphasizes the
composition, not the study of
light and dark. Two monotypes
help to unite the show; the one in
color links the paintings to the
prints, and the black and white
piece parallels the drawings.

Finding Out WhoReally
Shaped CIS ModernLit
by Lisa lannonec
Think of an American writer
from the turn of the century. Does
Mary Austin or Kati Chopin come
to mind? How about Ellen
Glasgow or Pauline Hopkins?
The odds are that you never heard
of these writers, although they
were some of the most influential
authors in the shaping of
American literature.

]

;"ji "Self-Portrait" by Ina Soares

Ammons stated that these
writers presented the idea that
women not only should be, but
are in fact equal to men. They explored and discarded traditional
concepts of the "real" nature of
females. Although women felt a
type of abstract confidence in
their inner knowledge that they
were equal to men, they also

FREEPORT

$259
NASSAU
$299
Bahamas College Weeks Includes:
,

i

reocgnized that they were not
treated as equals. It was difficult
for women to live their lives as
full-fledged Americans when they
were denied the legal and social
rights guaranteed to American
men.
All these women held strongly
to the belief that words had the
power to change attitudes.
Through their analysis of life in
America, these writers were convinced that they could make
others realize the need for society
to accept the equality of women
Ammons chose to examine
these women as a group for
several reasons, including the fact
that all of them greatly admired
authors like George Elliot and
Harriet Beecher Stowe, and looked to them as role models. Ammons noted a common
characteristic running directly
through the works of Elliot and
Stowe to Fields, Jewett and the
rest.;The writings of these women
consistently'appear not as solitary
works, but as explications of
others' works.
Throughout her lecture Ammons stressed the real need for
women to be recognized as
American writers. . For. many
years, she said, women writers
have been recognized only as
minor regional figures, their
works as unique to certain situations and thereby lacking broader
significance.
. , '
Ammons concluded by suggesting more integration of the
writings of these women into
American, literature courses as a
means of exposing students to this
often neglected aspect, of
American literary history.

' . . • * , »

J.B. Harmon, top insurance executive,
speaks candidly on the job market for
today's graduates:

Special AcUvltiesi

2 72 5

5 4 1 /
Bahamas College Weeks
HOLIDAYS INC

The contribution to American
literature made by these women
and their contemporaries, including the more well-known
Edith Wharton, Willa Cather and
Sarah Orne Jewett, was the topic
of the lecture given by Dr.
Elizabeth Ammons last Thursday
in Wean Lounge. Dr. Ammons is
currently an Associate Professor
of English at Tufts University and
is the author of a book and many
articles on this subject.
According to Ammons, the
works.of these women were written in reiction to the movements
of their time—the Progressive Era.
During this period of American
history a new wave of feminism
was sweeping across the nation;
women were joining the work
force, and this, combined with the
massive changes in industry
resulted in a general upheaval in
the social system.
In a bold attempt to deal with
the problems of the period, these
female writers openly discussed
such issues as divorce, birth control, and racism-something which
had never been done before.
Meanwhile, the male writers of
the age were producing escapist
novels and children's adventure
tales. In other words, these female
writers were altering the course of
American literary tradition.
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IF YOU CAN'T WRITE,
WE DON'T WANT YOU.

L S I P J » ' ?T,«

Come to the Writing Center on
115 Vernon St. with your
• writing problems. We'll give
you advice that works.

THE
TRINITY
WRITING
CENTER
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Internship List
STUDENT
Allen, Thomas
Andersen,Janice
Angell, Karyn
Axelrod, Elizabeth
Bamante, Jeltrey
Banta, Bert
Barzach, Peter

84
84
84
83
83
83
83

83

Benz, Allison
Berey, David
Bigelow, Claire

83
83

Bl/n, David
Bogte, Nancy

85
83

City o! Harlford
Management Services Depl.
Sheriff's Advisory Board
Wagner Corporation
Broad-Park Development Corp.
Commission on the Arts
(Stale of Ct.)
Hartford Neighborhood Centers
The Bridge

84
83
83

Braman, Mary
Brigham, Michael

83

Brown, William
Carroll, Ronald
Clarke, Timothy

83
33
83

Ciark.Todd

33

Coleman, Susan

83

Collins, Michael
Corderman, Mary Ann
Cordova, Rila

Imagineers, inc.
Kidder. PeabodyiCo.
Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Updike, Kelly&Spellacy P.C.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
of Greater Hartford
Dept. of Energy
(State of Ct.)
Dept. of Banking
(State of Ct.)
Connecticut Legislature
Imprint
Public Defender

83
84
84

Dahlberg, Cheryl

84

Daniere, Jyoli

S3

Town of WethersfleldRecreatlon&Parks Dept!
Dept. of Health Services(State of Ct.)
Hartford CourantInternational Desk
WFSB-TV
Connecticut Natural Gas
Slanandyne Diesel Systems

83

Darby, Mary

DeDomenico, Joseph 85
Delaney, Christopher 83
Dimansliteyn, Vladimir 84

83

Dobak, Carol Lee
Dodson, Virginia
Dorman, Brian
Dunwoody, Thomas

83

83
84

Eckert, Elizabeth

84

Btoards Jacob
Ferryman, ttetesa

83 ..

Fins, Robin
Frankel, James
Fiyklund, Joyce
Fuller.Scotl
Gasiorowski, David
Goldiiig, Matthew

83
83
84
83
84
84

M •:

84
83
83

Gurin, Anne
Gworek, Matthew
Harrison, Jeannie

84
83
83

Harvey, Catherine

84

Head, Joseph

84

Hillas.Lynn
Hogg, Natalie
Hollanda, Hedy
Houllahan, Linda
Howa.matthew
lannarone, David
Johnson, Helinda

85
83
84
84
83
83
63

Johnson,Kim

85

Kennedy, Allison
Kennedy, Scot)

83
83
83

Kerr.John
Kershiier, Wendy
Klmmlck.Gretchen
Kuzmicki, Douglas
Latortezza, Michael

Connecticut Citizens Actidn

83

Dyson, Laura

Goodman, Jonathar
Goriin, Wendy
Grilfen, Lauren

•

CONTACT
Kent McCallum
Harriet Noyes
John Namnoum
Glen Feldman
Harriet Noyes
Sue Yenker
Lamotl McDevitt

MAJOR
History
Psych.
Psych./Econ.
Pol. Sci.
Bio./Psych.
Pol. Sci.
Comp, Coor./
Engineering

Richard Chester

Economics

.

Liebholtz,Judily
.Lenahan, David
Levlne, Robin
Linsiey, Eric
Loft, Andrew
'

83
85
83>
84
83
85
83
83 .
83
84
83

84
84

looney.Jeanine

85

Lovejoy, Phillip
Marona, Catherine
Mathlasen, Annie
McNabb, Laura M.
Mecke, Laura
Mesrabian, Janet .
Moalll, Daniel

83
84
84
83

Monglllo, Stephen
Moody, Jane

V/> |M)

•

Group
Dept. Environmental Protection
Hartlord Whalers
Connecticut National Bank
Credit Analysis
Trinity College
Admissions Office
Conn. Women's Educational
1
Legal Fund
Tha Bridge-Junction 1019
....;-•. Greater Hartlord Assn, of

James Gusecki
Michele Caruso

Economics
English/

Dean laiennaro

Economics

• •

83
85
83
83.:
83 V .

83
83

Moran, Robert

85

Morgan, Barbara
Murren, James

84
83

Muserllan, JohnMyers, James

83
83'

McKean, Mason

83

Nash, Andrew
Nash, Timothy

85
84

1 (M)

Oberhaus, Ann
O'Brien, Peter
Ollari, Richard

83
83
84

1

Osterhout, Gwen A.

84

1
1 (M)
1
1 (M)

1

2

1
1

Art Hist.
Religion
Psych.1
Theatre
Economics
Donald Walsh .
Comp. Coor.
Economics/
Michael Tyson
Spanish
Economics
Lynne Cooper
Charles Corcoran, Esq. Economics
Edward Moreau
Mark Quinlan

.

1

Susan Jasinskl
Peter Wlochowskl
Oeb Zack

Vi
2
2
<k

Economics

1

Consumer Protection Agency
Harttad CouranfMetro Desk
Hartford Hospital-Dept, of
Microbiology
Hartford Hospital CCU2
Connecticut Bank&Trust Co.
City of Hartford-Treasurer
SAGA Food Service Business
Oflice •
New Britain Museum of
American Art
Legal Aid Society, Inc.
Drexel Burnham Lambert
World Affairs Center
Drexel Burnham Lambert
Dept. of Insurance
(State of Ct.)
City ol HartfordData Processing Center

83
84

_ Peck, Christine
' Pietrorazio, MaryBeth

English

WFSB
Hartford Steam Boiler
Inspection&lns. Co.
WHC-TV
Greater Hartford
Arts Council

83
84

Pistor, Julia
Place, Susan E.

Kathleen Curry

Pol. Sci.

1

Richard Barnes

History

2

Jeanne Frick
Harriei Noyes
John Henderson

1
1

Henry Dabros

Biochem.
Psychology
Art Hist./
Urb. Stud.
Economics

Robert Schondelmeier

History

1

Charles Ferguson
Susan Storey.
Dale Rlchter

Art Hist.

•1
Vi

Hugh McLean
Anthony Palermino
Margol Mills
John Andreini, Esq.

Terence Rose
Milton Geyer

History
Mictnru
msioiy

2
1
1

Lang.

t

Psych.

1 W

Am. Stud.

1

ICS

Edmund Zampier
David Smith
Michael Keppler
William Kelly

1
2
2

English
History
Physics/
English
Pol. Sci.

David Desiderate

1 IM)

Sid Quarrier
Bob Casey

Env. Stud.
Economics

Nancy Klrkner

Economics

Scotte Gordon

Vk

Marjorie Anderson
Richard Hyman

ICS

.1 (M)

History

1

John Linden

Economics

1

Ronald Carr
Roberto Lucheme

Comp. Coor./
Math
History

^
1

James Rowan
Muriel Fleischman

Economics
English

1
1

Jean Burnett

Modern
Languages
English
Economics
Psychology

1
t
1

French

'1

Sociology
Sociology

1 (M)
• 'A

History
Economics
PhilJEcon.
Pol, Sci.

1
1
1
1

Karl Wagner
Ann Gibbons,
Trlcia Coon
Michele Caruso
Jean Pritavera

PsychJSoc.
Mathematics
Economics

The Bridge
Sierra Club
UConn Health Center
American School for tha Deaf
Connecticut Bank&Trust Co.
Legal Aid Society, Inc.
Hartford Hospital Business
Olfice
Center Cily ChurchesTutorial Program
Metacomet School
Hartlord.Hospital-Clinical
Chemistry Lab
Mount Sinai Hospital-Olfice
of Public Affairs
Wadsworth Atheneum
Institute of Living
Tecton P.C.
Advest, Inc.

William Ricketts
Dana Wright
Nad Cooney
George MacKinnon
Richard Holbrook •.
Susan Storey

1V4 '

1

John Henderson
Arthur Giddon
Thomas Lips-

Treasurer's Office(City of Hartford)
Henry Dabros
Prudential Bache Securities
Michael Yolles
Merrill Lynch
' *
Joseph Glynn
Hartford Institute of Criminal
^Social Justice
Andrea Perelra
WFSB-TV
Jim Vlcevich
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
^Insurance Co.
James Rowan
Dept. Personnel&Labor Relations
(State of Ct.) • .
Ernest Nagler
Pholograny Associates
Bill Tchakfrides
Wadsworth Atheneum'
Jane Gollin
Institute ol Living
Tricia Coon
• Child and Family Services
..William Nagahiro
Luettgen's Limited
Debbie Doughty
CPTV
Joyce Bruclale Dunn
Travelling Aftists&Performers Co.
(TAPCO)
Robert Redlngton
Sheriffs Advisory Board
James Gosecki
Hartlord CourantInternational-Desk
Edmund Zampier

83
85

Rosner, Michele H.
Saunder, Lorraine

84
84

Sauter, C.Scott
Schutz, Stephen

.83
84

Seufert, Linda L.

83

Shapiro, Sarah
Shelling, Deborah J.
Sloan, Palmer Hunter
Smith, Kathleen A.
Smith, Kathleen M.

84
83
83

83
84

Splzzlrri, Hillary

83

8 3

Steinberg, Richard
Stephenson, Melanie
Stick, Ted
Stllley, Ramona

83
84
84
34

Strickler, Alfred B.
Strong, RulhD.
Sulilvan, Kevin J,

83
83
83
,

Attorneys

Vidal, Fernando
Villano, Catherine A.

83

Vinnlck, Deborah M.
Wagner, Richard W.
Walcott, Curtis
Warren, David . .

84 '

83
83
83

Walras, Chris

85

Webber, Karen Lisa

84

1

Weir, Meredith

83

1Vi

Wheeler, Edwin J.
Wilcox, Laura
Williams, Peter'
Wubbenhorst, William
Yasui, Timothy J.

84 '

York, Kalherine .

85

2

(M)

2

(M)

1
1

-.

1

Mnth
UflaLM

• )

1
1

Economics
History
History

. Ziebold, W. Townsend.Jr.
Ziedonis. John

1
2

Zinkrn, Anne
'

Psychology
History
History

1
1

Patricia McQueen

History

2

Patricia B. Luke
Virginia Richter

Psychology
Art Hist.

1

David Knibbs

Biochem.

1

H. Scotte Gordon
Jane Gollins
Harriet Noyes
James Vivevich
Harriet Noyes

Psychology
English
Psychology
Spanish
Psychology

1
%
2

Patricia Coon

Psychology
Studio Arts
Economics

%

Psychology

1m

Arthur Giddon
Edward N. Kaplanian
Cinda Cleckley-Parker
.Dana Wright

Psychology
Economics
History
Classics

1
1
t
1

Veratoro
Peter G. Sollinger
Karen Marshall

Pol. Scl.
Economics
History

Vi

Arthur Giddon

Economics

1

Victor Schoen, Esq.

• •• •

•Classics

John Linden
Paul Reuter

Economics
Math

Joan Elisaberg
Daniel Affrunti
G.V. Smith, M.D.
Robert Pawlowski
Midge Ramesy
V Lisa Brey
•.

Newington Children's, Hospital
Hartford Hospital
. Southside News
. Conn. Public Radio
WFSB, Channel 3
Hartford Institute of Criminal
SSocial Justice
WFSB-TV / '

84
83
83

1

(M)

WANT TO KILL A
CONVERSATION'
JUST MENTION
COLON AND
TELL ME
RECTUM CANCER. WHEN •

1
1

1
(M)

n \ /

•
;

History
History •
English
Economics

:

•

•

.

•

"

1
1
•

.

1
1
1.
1

(M)

1
2

(M)
(M)

Vi
1
2

Sociology

2

Patricia Coon
Gall Weiss

Psychology
Economics

1 (M)
1 (M)

Sara Hartley
Theodore Slipchinsky

Art History
Sociology

1
2

".•-..•

>
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.

(M)

1

Robert Redington

/V&/K ( P L

.

1

1

American
Cancer 5
Society
"

|M)

ICS

2

'

1

Pol. Sci.

English/
Theatre

A C S office.

• .

1 '

1
1

n

_—)..

:

Arlene Kenny
Thomas D. Lips
Constance Washburn
Dale Barsness
Charlotte Kennedy

1

2
1.

•

.Vi

LET'S TALK..For a.free
booklet on colon & rectum
cancer, contact your local '

YOU'RE
FINISHED.

• '

,1
I*

'

1

Psychology
BloPsych.
BioChem.
History.

'/2

1

1

1

Christopher Olsson
Lisa Brey •

Hartford Hospital:
Nutrition Dept;
Drexel, Burnham, Lambert
Youth Theatre Unlimited
Loctile Corporation
Center City Churches
Traveling Artists &
. Performers Company
The Institute of LivingChildren's School
Advest Corporation
Conn. Housing Investment
Fund, Inc.
Citizens Lobby

"

1

1

French ••

Joan Eliasberg
Gary Young
Patricia Denuzze, Esq.

'

1

Economics

Pol. Sci/

Economics

V/i

1

l~vvl |UMlllr3 .

Lit, Writing
Economics

83
83
83
83

1 (M)

Alice Young .
Dana Wright
Linda Martocci

1 (M)'

1
'1
1
2

•1

Psychology

1 (M)

Department of Insurance(State of Ct.) " ' . .
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Hartford Hospital Pedialric
Unit

84...

Vi

English
Studio Art
Biochem
" Art Hist.
Comp. Coor.

Economics
Art Hist.
Economics
Psychology
Spanish
Economics
English

83

VanWagenen, KatherineL 84

1
1

PsychJEcon.
History

History

'•••

2 ,(M)

Economics

Economics
Economics
Am. Stud.

'

IDP
83

Smith, Anthony 0.
Sparr, Douglas
Sparry, Lisa H.

Tenenbaum, Karen I.

Vi

Robert McComb, M.D. Biochem.
Emily Williams
Kate Carlson
Dave Filzgibbons
David Foster
Kris Bryant

(M)

1 (M)

Psychology
Env. Stud,.
Psychology
Biochem.
' Economics
Pol. Sci.

Mary Jo pattison
Barbara Blackwell

v - • •

1
1

Psychology
Comp. CoorJ

James Doyle

'

1

Philosophy

Dale Maynard
Naomi Klelnman

.

Vi

Connecticut Audobon Society
Hartford Woman
Institute ol LivingEssex St. School
Wagner Corporation
Chase Econometrics/IDC
Institute of LivingEssex St. School
Dept. of Chlldren&Youth
Services (Slate of Ct.)
Conn. Mutual Life INs. Co

Morman Turchi

. ••

Economics

Economics/
Urb. Stud.
Philosophy
Psychology

Ivan Backer

Robertson, Laurel
Rosenfeld, Maria

2

, .Economics,

Paul Reuler
Garret! Schenck
Marion LeBel
Sarah Hartley
Leslie Kearney

85
83
85

Reid, SamuelS.
Rizk,BerniceJ.
Robb, Margaret K.

Anne Hansen
John Green
Kris Bryant

Conn. Law Tribune
Society for Savings
Advest, Inc.
Newlnglon Children's
Hospital School
Sierra Club
CPTV
Hartford HospitalChild Life Program
Conn. Commission on the Arts
Division of Public Defender
Services-(Stale of Ct.)
CPTV
Conn, Association of the
Board of Education
DEW-Architects
Hartford Hospital .
(Pathology) .
Trinity College
Admissions Office
Wadsworth Athene™
Hartford Hospltal-CCU2
WFSB-TV News~
Hartford Hospltal-CCU2
The Institute of LivingGeriatric Day Center/
Gamble&Bradshaw-Design
Conn, Bank&Trust Co.
The Institute of LivingChildren's School
Division of Public Defender
Services (State of Ct.)
Scania of America, Inc.
The Travelers Insurance Co.
Sierra Club •.-.
Big Sisters of Greater HartfordTrinity Branch
ShearsonlAmerican Express, Inc.
Old State House
Division of Public Defender
Services (State of Ct.)
Sullivan, Lettick, &Schoen-

1

Leslie Brett
William Rickelts
Joyce Peters '•-.-

85
83
83
84

Ragland, Sarah
Rapulus, Diane
Ratcliffe, Glenn H.
Ravalese, Beverly J.

1

. Economics/
Comp. Coor.

Cr\An/\niinf

. economics

Hartford Symphony
Motion, Inc.
Wadsworth Atheneum.
Conn. Housing Investment Fund
Legal Aid Society, Inc.
Souttiside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance (SINA)

Connecticut Bank&Trust Co.
Public Defender
Drexel Burnham Lambert

Mooney, Andrea
Moore, James

1 (M)

•j

•

', Laub, Leslie
Lazarus, Steve
Leavy, Daniel
Lee, Thomas G.

CREDIT (M)

Soanish

B e t a , James
Bond, Louise

'

PLACEMENT
Old Slurbridge Village
Harlford Hospital
Leukemia Society of America
Hartford Sports Extra
Hartford Hospital CCU2
Coopere&Lybrand
QUODATA, Inc.

'

,

'

•

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"

•

'

.

:

.

.
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More Sports
Porter Second In Nationals
by Kathy

Nina Porter finished second in the Nationals this weekend.

Rovve and Leslie
Pennington
Trinity's top five players
participated in the Women's
Intercollegiate
Squash
Championships hosted by UPenn
this" past weekend.
The top 64 squash players from
around the country competed for
individual rankings. Each school
was allowed to bring four players,
but the top five schools, of which
Trinity was one, could bring five
•players. Trinity's representatives
were Nina Porter, Kat Castle,
Laura Higgs, Lea Spruance, and Kathy Klein.
For the third straight year,
Porter walked away with second
place. In Saturday's semi-finals,
she beat the third seeded player,
Karen Reiso of UPenn 3-0. It was
a decisive win compared to last
year's close match.
Porter then progressed to the
finals on Sunday where she was
defeated by Alicia McConnell,

also from UPenn, who is the
number one professional and
amateur women's player in the
world, McConneil played an
extremely strong match, beating
Porter 3-0.
Two weeks ago in Boston, both
players competed in the Women's
United Stated Singles Nationals
for amateurs. Porter came in third.

and McConnell first. No other
college women finished in the top
ten.
Castle, the eighth seeded player
in the tournament, lost in round
16 to the top Princeton player,
who then lost to Mary Holberg of
Harvard in the quarter-finals, 3-1.
Higgs, Spruance, and Klein ail
played well, but lost in the second
-round.

Men fs Squash Seventh
In Princeton Nationals
continued from page 15
in the consolation bracket. In his
second match in consolation,
Doyle lost to Tom Harrity from
Williams, whom he had beaten
rather easily, 3-0, in the regular
season.
Also playing in the top " A "
flight from Trinity was freshman,
J.D, Cregan. He won one match
and then lost to the number one
seed from Harvard, David
Boyum. Boyum went on to win
the bracket in which he was
playing. Like Doyle, Cregan also
won only one game in the
consolation round.
Sandy Monaghan and Mike
O'e'orgy competed for Trinity in
the " B " flight. Monaghan lost his
first match to his UPenn
opponent, but proceeded to win
three matches in consolation play.
Seeded number five in his flight,
Georgy won his first two matches
easily, 3-0, then lost to unseeded

Jim McCracken, also from
UPenn. Georgy did win three
matches in consolation, making it
to the semi-finals.
Doug Burbank and Jerome
Kapelus represented Trin in the
" C " flight of the tournament.
Seeded seventh, Burbank won
three matches to advance to the
semi-finals, the farthest any
player from Trinity got in his
flight. Kapelus won his first
match but then lost to Doug
Robie, another nemisis from
Williams. In the consolation
round, Kapelus was victorious in
three matches, going all the way
into the quarter-finals.
Said Burbank of the Bants'
p e r f o r m a n c e
at
Princeton;"Overall we played
somewhat below average. We
were not up to par. A couple of
our people lost to others that they
probably should have beaten."
All top nine players will be
returning next year. .

Hockey Suffered And
Grew During 83 Season

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look for Mr Boston's two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide. •
Look tor Mr. tsosio
A v a j | a b l e a l b o o k s j o r e s or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza, Special Sales, Dept. B, New York, New York 10019
Mr Boston Ic'iripp.:. 54.60, and 100 proof, "reduced bv Mr Boston Distiller, Owsnsboro, (CY. Albany, GA »1982

by Marc Esterman
Despite compiling a somewhat
disappointing 9-11-1 overall
record and a 9-6 mark in Division
III, which kept them out of the
playoffs, the Bants' varsity
hockey team did accomplish a lot
in the 1982-83 season. Although
the team failed to improve upon
last year's 10-10-1 record, there
emerged a number of individual
bright spots as well as several
team strengths.
"Offensively, we became a better forechecking club this year.
Since we're not a big goal-scoring
club, we had to rely upon a team
effort up front," said Head coach
John Dunham.
Unfortunately, Trinity's efforts
were greatly hampered by the injury bug, which struck the Bants
Jike the plague. The injuries caused a constant re-allignment of
lines and, as a result, the offense
failed to reach any continuity, but
worked in starts and spurts.
However, the injuries did have
a silver lining, allowing for
younger and unproven players to
step into the limelight and exhibit
their talents.
"Injuries are something you
can't predict so you just have to
accept them. They enabled a kid
like Rich Stetson (nine goals) to be
moved up to the first line at the
end of the year and he played well
for us, establishing himself as a
player for the future," noted
Dunham.
In addition to Stetson there
were several other bright spots at
forward. Freshman Vern Meyer
led the team in scoring with 12
goals and 20 assists for 32 points.
Reed Whitmore and Barney Corning, before getting injured,
established themselves as superb

puckhandlers with excellent
touches around the net. The most
pleasant surprise was sophomore
Mike Sload, who despite his size,
displayed an amazing knack for
scoring from the slot.
On defense, the Bants played
well as a unit and made up for a
lack of lateral quickness with
toughness. As the scores of games
with New Haven ( 13-0), SMU
( 10-1 ), and AIC ( 7-3 ) indicate,
the Bants had some trouble with
quick-skating teams but compensated with hard hitting and good
positional play.
Trin also got good goaltending
from senior Steve Solik and their
goalie of the future, Vince
Laurentino, who stopped over 200
shots and compiled a 4.50 goalsagainst average.
On the blue line, the Bants were
led by juniors Bill Stide and Chip
Farnham and Seniors Kevin Slattery, Ander Wensberg, Glen
Scanlan, and Mike McCarthy,
who notched 22 points and was,
according to Dungam, "possibly
the best defenseman ever to play
at Trinity." But, in a quiet way,
freshman Chris Lorenz emerged
as a steady, positional player, who
should anchor the back line for
the next three years.
"Once we won a few games, the
team feeling just grew, mainly
because they're a good bunch of
people who all get along well.
They didn't get down on each
other after losses, but continued,
to play hard every time out,"
Dunham reflected.
After a season of ups and
downs, injuries and individual accomplishments, it should be comforting to know that 20 players
will return to strap on the skates
'Jor Trinity next season.
-j
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More Sports
Rodgers Named As
M.V.P. Once More
"It feels terrific!"
///
Four Bantam starters finished
the season averaging in double
figures. Rodgers led all scorers at
14.8 ppg, followed by Andrus
(11.4), Monnes (10.8), and Orczyk (10.4). Monnes pulled down
9.3 rebounds per game. Monnes
also led in field goal percentage
and blocked shots. Preistley hit 82
percent from the free throw line to
lead the Bants, while Orczyk's 88
steals were tops. In addition to
leading in scoring, Rodgers paced
the team with 93 assists. For the
year, Trinity shot 41.7 percent
from the field and 55 percent
from the line.

continued from page 16
(number 4) upset Mt. Holyoke
(number 3) 80-66.
The all-tournament team consisted of Tricia Ginley from Mt.
Holyoke and Lisa Rodgers and
Ann Hunder, both from ColbySawyer. Nancy Onken and Tammy Drummond both from Smith
were listed for the second straight
year. Representing the Bantams
were Monnes and Rodgers.
Rodgers was also named as the
Most, Valuable Player of the
tourney for the second straight
year.
How does it feel to achieve the
championship a second straight
year coach Erlandson was asked?

Men's Basketball Loses
To Rhode Island College
continued from page 16
•night as Colby and RIC engaged
in a thrilling contest in which the
Anchormen almost lost the game
because of poor foul shooting.
After RIC had come from nine
points behind to send the game into overtime, the Anchormen
silenced the partisan Colby crowd
by taking a 72-69 lead after three
minutes of OT.
RIC then missed four consecutive free throws and Colby
took the lead 73-72 on two Ron
Fusco baskets, the second with
only 18 seconds remaining.
Ethter, however, sent the Colby
crowd home dejected, as he hit
from 20 feet out at the buzzer-.
Trinity had opened the tourney
with a 75-64 win over Bowdoin.
The key factor inTrms favor was,
ironically, the fact that Bowdoin's
star center Chris Jerome had to
leave the game at 15:39 left with
four fouls.
"Certainly they are a different
team with Jerome out, " commented Ogrodnik. "For the nine
minutes he was out they really
sputtered."

Jerome left with Bowdoin up by
five, 43-38 and returned in the
midst of a Bantam run that broke
a 55-55 tie and put Trin up 65-55
with only 3:08 to go. Bowdoin
never got closer than nine the rest
of the way.
Another important factor in
Bowdoin's demise was a Bantam
defense that held Ken Lynch, who
had averaged 18.2 points per
game, to 2 for 13 shooting and
seven points.
i "The key to stopping Lynch is
denying him the ball," said
Wynter, who along with Bates
shut down the Bowdoin star. "I
, think we did a really good job doing that. Once he gets the ball its
almost impossible to stop him."
With Lynch shut down and
Jerome in foul trouble, Bowdoin's offense collapsed. Unfortunately, Trinity experienced the
same frustrations only 20 hours
later and RIC. took home the
trophy.
The J.V. team finished their
season with a 70-66 win over
Wesleyan. The Bants raised their
mark to 7-6. •

Monnes was selected to (he All-Tournament team in this weekends NIAC finals.

pholobs Wliiiricy Rogel-s '

Aces Nip Recruits ForTitle
by Jeffrey Handelman
Even though the men's basketball team was in Wateryille,
Maine this weekend, there ' was
still men's basketball action in
Ferris on Friday. ; ' -\
Mace's Aces won the In-,
tramural Gold Division Basketball Championship with some

Track
Second
At Antherst"
continued from page 15
Drew paced the hurdlers,
finishing first with a time of 5.99.
Zawodniak finished second, and
Scott Nesbitt third. Nesbitt also,
captured fourth in, the triple jump
with a leap of 40 feet.
, Zawodniak and Obi placed second and fourth respectively in
the 45 yd. dash, while Steve Tall
ran a solid two-mile, completing
the more than twenty laps with a
second place finish, and a time of
10:20.
Elizabeth Amnen paced the
women's team1 by easily winning
the mile-run in 5:16, an excellent
time on such a small track. Erica
Thurman placed second in the 880
run, and ran a strong third leg for
the Bants second place mile relay
team. The other runners on the
mile relay team were Anne
Malabre, Sue Pasieka, and Liz
Esposito. Jenny Davidoff placed
well in the shot put.
, The men's team will travel to
Union College next Saturday for
the Union College Invitational.
Sheila Andrus goes up for a rebound in Saturday's game.

precision perimeter shooting
down the stretch. The Aces
defeated the Excess Recruits 57-50
in the finals, after downing the
Cheswick Pistols 78-68 in
Wednesday's semi-finals. The
Recruits had gained a berth in the
championship game by beating
the Ramit Homers 51-41 on
Wednesday.
The Gold Championship Game
marked the second straight contest in which the Aces had to come
from behind in the last four
minutes. The game was rather
tranquil in the first half as the
Aces took an early four point
lead, only to be tied midway
through the half. The Excess
Recruits then took a lead which
they were to hold until the final
two minutes of the contest.
The Recruit lead fluctuated
from two to seven points for the
remainder of the uneventful first
half which ended with the
Recruits holding a 30-26 advantage. All this changed in the second half as tempers on both
sides, particularly the Aces',
began to flair.
The first sign of rising tempers
came with 17:30 to play, when an
Ace, supposedly going for the
ball,-tackled an Excess Recruit.
Maybe the Ace player thought the
Recruit was ail excess recruit from
the Bantam varsity football team;
one can only wonder. Anyway,
the action became more heated.
With only 15:57 to play, a Recruit
was injured, but after a breath of
the cool night air outside Ferris,
he was able to return.
Despite the fact that this injury
was the result of a blatant foulon
the part of the Aces, the officials
received much verbal abuse from

the,Aces while the Recruit player
was walking off his injury. One
Ace player screamed, "You make
the call on us, but you don't make
it on them." His team seemed to
be in agreement even though the
foul appeared to be intentional.
Shortly thereafter, an Ace player
received a warning from the
referee.
The Aces continued to complain about what they thought
was poor officiating when they
were called for a foul; they felt the
Recruits had traveled prior to the
foul. Tempers flared to such an
extent on the Ace side that, at this
point, every officials'call against
them was followed by an Ace
player's slamming the ball to the
floor in disgus.t.
Things suddenly turned sour
for the Excess Recruits as a three
point play put the Aces in front
for the first time in the second
half, 50-48, with just 2:11 to play.
This brought all the Aces' fans to
their feet with their fists in the air,
but the Recruits came right back
to tie game at 50, before the Aces
went ahead for good, 52-50, with
just 20 seconds left. A Recruit turnover and an Ace steal were
followed by an Ace basket and
three point play, making the Aces
57-50 Champions.
Tyler Jones of the Aces, was
named the tournament's MVP,
and Jones, Robert Craft (Aces),
, Mike Collins (Recruits), Doug
Kuzmicki - (Recruits), Bo Lewis
(Homers) and Bruce Zawodniak
(Cheswick) , made the alltournament team. Earlier, in the Silver Division Finals, Mike
LaFortezza and Bob LeCours led
the attack as Unit. II set back the
Dreadlocks 53-46.
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More Sports
On The Road To
Waterville, Maine
2:45 p.m. Friday
•
Lunch at a McDonald's in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Talk is of
eating 20 hamburgers in an hour. Sounds possible to me.
Earlier we set the official line for tonight's game at Trinity plus 1 Vi. If
Colby plays Trin it'll be Colby plus 4!/2. Somehow crossing into Maine
gives one the feeling of leaving civilization.Oh, by the way, they don't sell beer in New Hampshire state liquor
stores. Whatever.
9:50 p.m. Friday
Nice win. It wasn't really inspiring. What really happened was that
Trin wore Bowdoin to a frazzle and the Bears collapsed. The locker room
was relaxed but not jubilant. Mike Gary said his verbal harrasment of
Lynch was the key to the Bowdoin star's poor performance. I tend to
believe Mike.
The second game is wild. The first eight minutes were a track meet. I
thought Colby was going to die of exhaustion. Mr. Patience, however,
kept the Mules ahead. I call him Mr. for a very good reason, he looks
strong. I don't want to get any closer to him than I am right now.
Colby's fans have a nice trick. They count each dribble an RIC player
takes before shooting a foul shot. Larry House,"the RIC center, just gave
up dribbling completely. That's one way to do it.
11:30 p.m. Friday
Surprise. Everyone was expecting Colby and Trinity. I think
underneath it all, Trins been preparing mentally for a Colby final for
weeks. It will not be. RIC won as exciting and dramatic a game as one

Tuesday Afternoon C
by Sleplicn K. Gellman
could imagine. The coaches stayed for the whole game while the players
went back to the hotel at halftime and listened to the end of the game on
radio.
Like any sports fan, the entire hall was thrilled to find ESPN on the
T.V. dial. Since I never get to see the all sports network, I almost fell
obligated to watch when I get a chance. However, 46 rounds of boxing
was a bit much.
2:45 p.m. Saturday
If you are ever in Waterville, although I can't think of any reason for
that, go to the Waterville House of Pancakes (WAHOP) and order the
Maine Breakfast. You won't want to eat for a week.
Our waitress said she only went to Colby games if the players were
cute. For a moment, I thought I was back at Trinity.
6:30 p.m. Saturday
There is nothing quite as tasteless as having to go into the locker room
and ask a team as gently as possible why they loss. Unfortunately, I had
to do that today.
The Bants loss for a number of reasons. One, was foul trouble.
Without King, the RIC zone was tough to crack. Another factor that
played against Trinity was an underestimate of RIC's outside shooting.
After watching House score 25 points against Colby, the coaching staff
made the logical decision and packed a zone around House. The strategy
worked; House scored only seven points arid didn't work, RIC won.
The man who threw a wrench in Trinity's game plan was Rich Ethier.
After going 1-7 against Colby, but oh that one, Ethier is a great shooter
and had just had a bad.night on Friday. The best made plans of mice and
men.
And speaking of plans, what were we to do with the four bottles of
champaign we had so confidentally bought that morning and planned to
pour team.
12:30 a.m. Saturday
It all took 36 hours, and the feeling at the end was unanimously disappointed. Disappointed because the men's basketball team is a top match
group and deserves a championship. They also deserve to have champaign poured over their heads.

Freshman, Ken Abere, led the Bantams in field goal percentage, hitting 59 percent.
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Track Beats Wesleyan By 14
by Krister Johnson
This past S a t u r d a y , the
Williams Invitational Indoor
Track meet, postponed from
February 12 due to snow, was run
at Amherst College. Trinity,
Amherst, and Wesleyan competed
for top honors.
Due to a small square indoor
dirt track, times were considerably slower than they have
been in the past meets. Yet, the
Bants emerged in second place
overall, losing to Amherst, while
beating Wesleyan by 14 points.
Due to limited space, the field
events preceded the track events.

As expected, Co-captain Dom
Rapini dominated the weight
events winning both the 35 lb. wt.
throw (49'2'/2) and shot put
(47'8"). Freshman, Paul Stauffer,
competing in his first indoor meet
for Trinity, scored with a fourth
place finish in the long jump, and
an excellent third place toss of
4O"7Vi"'m the shot.
, The high jump saw Trinity's
Steve Drew, Femi Obi, and cocaptain Bruce Zawodniak take second, third, and fourth place
respectively. Drew and Obi both
cleared 6'2".
Matt Harthun rounded out the
Bant's field attack with a second

place effort of 12 feet in the po!e
vault.
Steve Klots opened the running
events for Trinity in the miie run.
Klots set a fast pace for the first
half mile, managing to cross the
finish line in third with a time of
4:32.4, He returned later to finish
second in the 1000 yd. run. The
only other Trinity runners to place
were Adam Kimmick, fourth in
the 440 and Krister Johnson, third
in the 600.
Trinity hurdlers showed their
depth by taking the top three
places in the 45 yd. high hurdles.
continued on page 14

Men's Squash Finishes
Season At Nationals

Steve Klots grabs the early lead in the mile run at Amherst.

photo by Kr,:slor Johnson

by Tom Price
Old number seven. That pretty
well sums up the squash team's
performance last weekend at
Princeton, and perhaps their
plans for next weekend.
The Bants placed seventh in a
field of thirty-six at the national
tournament which was held last
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday..
Trinity was disappointed with the
outcome as they were hopeful for
a finish in the top four.
To no great surprise,. Harvard
finished number one and
Princeton followed closely at
number two. The University of

Toronto ended in third with Yale,
Williams, and the University of
Pennsylvania formed the rest of
the top six teams.
Each school sent their top six
players to the nationals where AllAmerican status is determined for
the individual players.
Trinity's top player, Bill Doyle
won his first two matches before
losing to the number four seed,
Paul Deratnay, from Toronto.
Doyle, who was seeded around
number ten going into the
tournament, then won one match
continued on page 13
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Women Hoopsters Take NIAC Title
Monnes, Rodgers Named
To All-Tournament Team
by Elizabeth Sobkov
With the backing of a roaring
crowd, the 1982-83 women's
basketball team broke a 47-47 tie,
midway through the second half,
and went on to beat Smith 66-52
for the NIAC b a s k e t b a l l
championship.
At 12:05 in the first half, the
Bantams were up by nine points,
19-10. However, by halftime they
saw this lead cut to three, 31-28.
With 18:22 left to decide the
N I A C c h a m p i o n s h i p , the
Unicorns tied the score at 33. The
Bantams quickly pulled ahead by
four, and held the lead until the
midpoint of the second half.
At the start of the last 10
minutes of play, Unicorn star
Tammy Drummond scored her
1,000th college point. Drummond
is only a junior. This noteworthy
basket put the visitors within two
points of the home team. The
Unicorns went on to tie the score
at 47.
Trinity coach Karen Erlandson
called a timeout at this point.
Recalling her talk to the team,
Erlandson said,"We (assistant
coach Peggy Foss and I) told
them, we had to get back to our
game plan. We had deterred from
that and allowed Smith to catch
up."
.. Captain Karen Rodgers explained Erlandson's pep talk;
''she told us to keep our intensity
up and play our game and not to
worry, because we get down
sometimes and then everything
falls apart. But we didn't today."
When Drummond scored her
impressive basket, Erlandson
noted, "It was a lift for them, and
for Tammy to get that award, We
expected that and it was a- bad
time for it. to happen because we
had a very tentative lead."
When the Bants took- the court
again, they scored six straight
baskets, thereby, upping their
lead to twelve. This turned out to

be all the points the Bants needed
as the defense held the Unicorns
to five points for the remainder of
the game.
At the final buzzer, the Bants
had pulled out a 14 point lead and
won their second straight NIAC
championship. The victory was
particulary sweet because in last
year's finals the Bants had staged
an upset win over the Unicorns at
Smith, 49-43. Smith had wanted
revenge, but came up short for the
second time this season; the Bants
won 86-79 in regular season
action.
Rodgers (14.6 ppg) led the Bantams in scoring with 18 points.
Karen Orczyk (10.3) had 14; Debbie Preistley and Jeanne Monnes
(10.5) each had 12. Drummond
led the Unicorns with 15 points.
To get to the finals, the Bants
had to overcome a tough ColbySawyer squad. This game matched up Rodgers against her older
sister, Lisa Rodgers. .
. e * -*v "tv

At halftime, the Bantams had
tallied a seven point lead, 32-25.
The second half was all Trin as
the Lions fell behind by 17 midway through the period. This gap
was closed to 13 at the final
buzzer, as the Bants won 73-60.
Monnes led the Bants with 15
points and was followed by
Rodgers with 14 and Sheila Andrus (11.7 ppg) and Preistley both
with 12.
Rebounding was a significant
statistic in the tournament as
Monnes had 18 on Saturday and 7
on Sunday. This 12.5 average bettered her season average of 8.9.
Rodgers (5.9 rpg) followed with
an average of 9, Preistley (5.2 rpg)
had 7.5, and Orczyk (6.1) had 5.
In the . first semi-final, Smith
pulled out a 75-73 overtime win
over Mt. Holyoke. In Sunday's
consolation game, Colby-Sawyer
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Karen Rodgers won Ihe MVP award for the second consecutive year in the NIAC tournament.

Men's B-Ball Falls to R.I.C
In ECAC Championship Game
by S t e p h e n K. G e l l m a n
The Rhode Island College
men's basketball team travelled to
Waterville, Maine expecting to
lose. Instead, they left Colby as
the ECAC champions, beating
Trinity 70-66 in the finals.
The lose left the Bantams one
win short of a new college record
for victories in a season.
The title contest swung to RIC
because the Anchormen were able
to hit their shots from the
perimeter of the Trinity zone. The
Bants outside attack, on the other
hand, was crippled when Tom
King joined Ken Abere \on the
bench with four fouls after only
4:32-of the second half.
"When he came out of the
game, we. stayed in our zone and,
compacted it," explained RIC
head coach Joe Adams. "He was1
causing us problems because when

we'd bend the zone to help out on
him, we'd open up the inside
defense."
Trinity coach Stan Ogrodnik
also, spoke of the importance of
King. "When King goes out a lot
of our game goes with him, and
particularly against the zone."
Nevertheless, Trinity hung in
without King and Abere. The
Bants even managed to open up a
three point lead, 52-49, on a Dave
Wynter steal and layup.
RIC had proved in coming
from nine back to upset Colby
that they are a hard group to keep
down and Saturday was no exception. Mike Chapman started the
Anchormen off by hitting two
free throws. Rich Eithier then
sank an impossible twisting shot
to-put RIC ahead 53-52, After a
Trinity turnover, Chapman gave

Dyer Reaches National
Time At New Englands
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one or her iis rebounds against L-oiDy-sawyer.

Last week, three members of
the men's swiiti team competed-in
the New England championships
held at Springfield College, Rex
Dyer, Chip Lake and Tim Raftis
rounded out a successful season
with strong swims.
All three were entered in the 50
FS; the top Trin preformance was
Dyer's 22.46. Lake swam a 23,10
and Raftis a 23.30. Raftis, battling abad case of flu, churned to a
highly respectable 2:10.78 in the
200 IM, and a 5:15.46 in the 500
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Dyer caught fire on the second
day of the competition and,
despite a very slow staut, powered
to a 49.10 in the 100 FS. Gaining
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momentum with each appearance,
Dyer then qualified for the finals
in the 100 backstroke, and thrilled
the small but vocal band of Bantam rooters with a seventh place
54.96 finish. That performance
shattered a thirteen year old Trinity College record and qualified
Dyer to swim in the national
championships, March 17-19 at
Canton, Ohio.
It was a fitting finish for the
Ducks, whose ranks, though thin,
provided unexpected excitement
during the winter months, and
whose dedication and persistence
produced still another winning
season.

RIC a three point lead with a
layup.
Abere cut the margin to one at
6:02 with a driving layup.
Spreading their offense, RIC
worked over a minute off of the
clock before Eric Britto hit both
end of a one-and-one. Chapman
matched a Jim Bates layin with
two foul shots at 3:58 to maintain
RIC's three point lead.
Abere, who overcame.a bad
case of the flu to score 12 points in
the finals, hit from 12 feet out and
50 seconds later Bates came up
with a steal and layup to put the
Bants on top 60-59 with only 2:55
remaining. Trinity did not score
again until only 17 seconds were
left.
Ethier hit from outside and
came up with a steal to put RIC
into the drivers seat. Larry House
hit on one of two free throws and
when Bates missed a layup
moments later the writing was on
the wall.
A three point play and two
more free throws put RIC up
67-60 with only 30 seconds remaining. Two Bates layups and
one by Abere matched by just one
RIC free throw cut the margin to
68-66 with one second left. Trin
had to call a time-out to stop the
clock,however, the Bants had
already used their five and were
assessed with a technical foul.
Dwight Williams hit the two
technicals to seal Trin's fate once
and for all.
For a team that by Adam's admission had "been a poor foul
shooting team,"' RIC was nothing
if not clutch, hitting 22 out of 27
foul shots in the final.
That was not the story Friday
continued on page 14

